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1. Introduction

1.1

Intended Use

The Spacelabs Pathfinder SL Holter Analyzer is intended to be used to analyze recordings of
ambulatory electrocardiograms made on compatible Holter recorders. It is capable of detecting
certain abnormal arrhythmias, and allows the operator to view and edit the ECG and the analysis
results, and construct a report for physician use.
The Spacelabs Pathfinder SL Holter Analyzer is intended for use on adult patients only as a
screening device to determine the need for clinical diagnosis and evaluation by polysomnography
based on the patient’s score. The EGG recording may be obtained at any location specified by
a physician including home, hospital or clinic. Subjects screened for sleep apnea should have
periods of sleep of at least 4 hours duration during which the EGG is predominantly sinus rhythm
in nature.

1.2

Safety and Regulatory Information
This product is in conformity with the essential requirements and provisions of Council
Directive 93/42/EEC concerning medical devices.
US Federal law restricts the devices documented herein to sale by, or on the order of,
a physician.
Consult Documents
THIS SYMBOL MEANS YOU MUST READ THE ACCOMPANYING DOCUMENTS

This product must be sent to separate collection facilities for recovery and recycling.
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1.2.1

General

The software has been designed to be installed on a hardware system that complies with the
international safety standard EN 60950/IEC 950, which is designated as class 1 and stationary
equipment.
This equipment must be earthed (grounded).
This equipment is designed for internal use only.
The equipment should be installed near to a socket outlet that is readily accessible. Do not use
multiple portable sockets.
Do not attempt to remove any enclosures. There are no user serviceable parts inside.
Use only the connecting cables supplied.
Do not operate the equipment if any of the cables are damaged.
Switch off and unplug the equipment if it is not going to be used for a few days.

1.2.2

Precautions for Use

The equipment should only be used with the external enclosures fitted.
Do not expose the equipment to sudden extremes in temperature, direct sunlight or other heat
sources.
Do not spill any liquids onto the equipment. If you do, turn the equipment off and contact the
Service Department.
Do not drop the equipment or subject it to excessive bumping or jarring.
Do not obstruct, cover or poke objects into the equipment.

1.2.3

FCC Compliance and Advisory Notice

This equipment generates, uses and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed
and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications.
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device,
pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. However, there is no guarantee that
immunity to interference to radio or television reception, which can often be determined by
turning the equipment off and on. If radio or television interference is suspected, the user is
encouraged to try and correct the interference by one of the following measures:
• Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna
• Increase the separation between the equipment and the receiver
• Connect to an outlet on a circuit different from that to which the receiver is connected
• Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/television technician for help.
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1.3
Note:

Cleaning and Maintenance
There are no user serviceable parts inside the Analyzer. The operator must not attempt
to dismantle the Analyzer. Attempting to do so may result in damage to the Analyzer or
personal injury. Refer any problems to qualified service personnel.

Periodically check that the ventilation grilles in the PC tower are free of dust. Refer to the PC
manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning and maintenance advice.
Clean the monitor screen using a soft cloth moistened with nonabrasive screen cleaning solvent.
Polish the screen to remove smears. Do not use rough paper towels or fluffy cloths.
Peripheral System Units : Consult the manufacturer’s operating manuals for further information
on instructions for use. Clean the laser printer by following the instructions in the printer’s
operator guide.
System Test Procedure: System testing should be entrusted to a trained service engineer. Please
contact your supplier if you require the system checkout procedure.
The supporting PC should be regularly serviced, maintained and backed up to support recovery
or restores.

1.4

Pathfinder SL Compatibility

Compatible with:

• Sentinel Cardiology Information Management System V9.x, V10.0.x, V10.5.0
• Lifecard CF, Lifecard 12, Evo and Aria Holter Recorders

Operating Systems
The analyzer is compatible with:
Windows 7
(32 bit & 64 bit)
Windows 8.1
(64 bit)
Windows 10
(64 bit)
The PC specification should meet or exceed the minimum recommended specification for the
operating system.

1.4.1

System Requirements

The following is the minimum recommended PC Specification.
Processor:
RAM:
Optical Drive:
USB Ports:
Minimum Disk Space:
Audio
Display Resolution

Intel i3, or i7 (lower specifications are only acceptable for testing or
training purposes)
8Gb
CD-RW or DVD-RW/RAM
3 available
500 Gbyte free disk. (Plus sufficient for data storage of recordings).
Recommended 1920 x 1080 (lower resolutions may cause image
cropping)
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1.5

Manuals

Customers using Pathfinder SL should also refer to specific product user manuals for detailed
operating instructions and safety information. Customers should ensure that they are using the
latest revision of the manual.

1.6

Disclaimer

Every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this manual but Spacelabs Healthcare
cannot accept liability for consequences caused by errors or omissions. You are advised to check
with Spacelabs Healthcare on any point on which you are unsure or need confirmation.
Note:

1.7

All images within this manual are intended for illustration purposes only and may differ
slightly from the actual product.

Installation Information

The installation CD should be safely stored for re-use
This equipment should only be installed by Spacelabs Healthcare or qualified service personnel.
If being installed on hardware not provided by Spacelabs Healthcare or complex networks users
should seek appropriate qualified advice before installing the software.
This equipment must be earthed (grounded).
The equipment should be installed in an area that is well ventilated, clean, dry and where
the ambient temperature is between 10˚C to 32.5˚C, relative humidity is 30% to 75% (noncondensing) and an atmospheric pressure is 700-1060 hPa.
This equipment is designed for indoor use only.
The equipment should be installed near to a socket outlet that is readily accessible.
Ensure that any furniture is suitable to support the weight of the equipment.
Locate the equipment away from strong magnetic fields and electrical interference.
The equipment should be installed on a hard level surface, allowing enough space for air to
circulate when in use.
The equipment should be located in such a way that it does not present a hazard or interfere
with other equipment.
Ensure that cords and cables are routed sensibly so that they cannot be snagged or tripped over.
They should not be tugged or twisted or used to lift the equipment.

1.8

Working with Pathfinder SL

Pathfinder SL should only be operated by an appropriately skilled or trained person. The operator
should be trained in electrocardiography. A qualified medical practitioner should make the
diagnosis.
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Working with the Holter system may require:
• Close visual working with the display
• Frequent eye movement
• Sitting still for long periods of time
• Typing or mouse use for long periods of time
• Unaccustomed posture
This section is to help advise against the these possible causes of discomfort. Follow the
instructions to help you work more comfortably.

1.8.1

Sitting Properly

If possible, use an adjustable chair that gives
support to your lower back. It should adjusted
so that the operator can sit with a straight back,
upper legs horizontal and feet flat on the floor.
The back rest should be adjusted to support the
hollow of the back.
The shoulder and upper arm should make a right
angle with the forearm and hands. If the chair
needs to be raised to achieve correct posture, a
foot stool should be used to ensure the feet are
supported.

1.8.2

Arranging the Equipment

Ensure that the operating environment is free from interruptions to prevent operator error during
analysis.
Glare and reflections from lights and windows should be minimised by adjusting the tilt and
swivel of the display. Cleaning the display regularly will help minimize reflections. Adjusting the
brightness and contrast of the controls will also help.
Position the keyboard in from the front of the desk. Use a light touch on the keys when typing and
where available use a keyboard arm rest to support forearms.
Position the mouse where it can be easily reached, normally just to the side of the keyboard.
Ensure there is plenty space in the area surrounding the mouse so you can make unimpeded
movements. Use the mouse mat to prevent mouse slipping and where available a mouse mat
with a forearm support / rest.

1.9

UDI Identifier

The Pathfinder SL v1.9 UDI (Unique Device Identification) identifier can be found by clicking on
‘Help’ from within the Pathfinder SL software followed by ‘About Pathfinder SL’.
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2. Pathfinder SL - System

Full Disclosure is the first screen displayed, the icons and menu options remain the same
throughout analysis.
The top of the screen can be split into several sections:

Title Bar: The bar across the very top of the screen shows the patient’s name and ID.
Main Menu: Click on these text titles to open operational menus. These are Analysis, Report,
View, Settings, Patient Details, Setups, and Help.
Screen Selector Icons: Click on these to move within the different display screens and analysis
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modules. The icons across the screen are grouped according to their function and ordered left
to right with arrows moving you forward. Users can follow this workflow to move through the
recording using the optimum Pathfinder SL workflow.

2.1

The Time Bar

The blue time bar runs across the top of the screen.

This will display the full recording (up to 7-days). Depending on the recording duration markers
will indicate hourly references.
The time bar displays blue to indicate how much of the ECG has been analysed, yellow to show
how much has been loaded. Grey is outside the analysis.
Click on any point on the time bar to move the yellow marker arrows and display the associated
ECG. Use the drop down menu to the left to move to a specific day. Enter in a time in the
selected format to move to a specific time in the selected day.

2.2

Pathfinder SL Screens

There are many different screens provided by Pathfinder SL, each with their own purposes.
Switching between screens is simple as the time being displayed is consistent on all screens that
support any idea of a “current time”
Screen Selector
Icon

Description
Full disclosure

This display is designed to show the maximum amount of ECG at one time in
up to 12 channels.
Event Trend

This display graphically illustrates the time order and frequency of
arrhythmia events
ECG Scan

This display contains a super-imposition scanning view of the ECG in Full
Disclosure or Super Imposition, with a simultaneous Arrythmiagraph to
provide local context.
Event Editing

This display is split into two sections: the top section always shows ECG while
the bottom section shows one of a large number of options, each useful
for identifying different areas of interest you may wish to investigate, for
example; a heart rate graph; an RR interval histogram; event tables etc.
Multievent

This display is useful to speed up editing when there are many events of the
same type occurring, as on this display, several events can be edited at once.
Morphology

This display shows the different QRS morphologies that the analyser
detected, you can reclassify; merge and/or split these morphologies.
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Screen Selector
Icon

Description
Graphs

The Heart rate, ventricular beats per minute and paced beats per minute
graphs.
Report Summary

An editable screen showing data that will be on the front page of the final
report
Trend Table

An editable hourly tabular data of events during the recording
Pacing

Graphs and tabular data showing paced beat intervals
Apnea

Displays an Estimated Apnea/Hypopnea score with corresponding ECG
ST

ST data analysis and graphs
QT

Statistical QT data
HRV

Statistical Heart Rate Variability data and graphs
Advanced HRV

Time Domain data and spectral (frequency) HRV analysis
Advanced QT

Beat to Beat QT analysis and reporting
12-Lead

Displays 12-Lead ECG with a rhythm strip

2.3

7-Day Holter Analysis

A useful feature in Pathfinder SL is the ability to download and display up to 7-day’s Lifecard CF
Holter ECG continuously, over 1 analysis. One seven day report is compiled showing all data for
the recording on the summary page. This provides a valuable over-view of the entire recording.
Use the Event Trend screen to view 7-day’s of events.
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2.4

Tool Bar

Within the Full Disclosure screen and ECG scan screens the Tool Bar of icons is displayed. These
include:

Icon

Function
Play ECG.
Stop ECG.
Speed of Flowing ECG.
Channel displayed.
Use the magnifying icons to zoom in and out of the ECG.
Use the up and down arrow icons to page through the ECG.
Select the Back or Forward buttons (found on the Time Bar) to navigate
time cursor positions.
Print a page direct. This will not be included in the final report but is
useful for immediate print out review.
Print scaling will be dependent on the display Zoom settings and the
number of channels displayed.
This icon will turn on / off beat annotation - including the beat trigger
arrow.

2.4.1
Icon

ECG Scan Toolbar
Function
Play ECG
Stop ECG
Speed of Flowing ECG
Channel displayed

2.4.2
Icon

Setups Cog-Wheel
Function
Provides access to settings for that feature.
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3. System Set Up

The Pathfinder SL displays, analysis settings and guided scan settings can be set up for each
customer and their default preferences stored.

3.1

Display

From the top menu bar click on Settings and then ECG Display Settings.
The operator may choose from 3 color schemes:
Light/Dark/ICS G2
The ECG speed can be set to either 25 mm/s or 50 mm/s.
The date and time format can be set for long or short date formats

Control Panel Buttons:
Button Grouping
Pathfinder SL’s mouse buttons can be automatically grouped together so that whichever icon the
mouse hovers over the same action occurs, requiring less mouse moves during the analysis.
This setting can also group three adjacent buttons on the control panel to respond to the
three buttons on a 3 Button Mouse and can be applied to ECG Scan, Event Edit, Multi Event,
Morphology, Pacing and ST. It applies to the control panels on both main and secondary displays.

Button Order:
Customers with previous SLHC Holter analyzers may prefer to set their 3 button mouse grouping
by either:
Standard (Pathfinder): Print / Confirm / Artifact
or
Impresario. Print / Artifact / Confirm
The format of the icons on the Analysis Menu bar can also be changed, by turning on and off
‘Screen Selector Icons’. This switches between an icon of the function and large text.
The size of the text in the event editing table can be increased
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ECG settings:
Right click on the ECG on any screen and select ECG Display Settings. The ECG Settings dialog is
displayed.

Channels Tab
Here the operator can change the display size of the ECG, switch channels on/off from the display,
invert the polarity of the ECG and adjust the ECG trace position on the page.
These changes can also be made by clicking on the Calibration icons on the far left of the ECG strips.

Annotation Tab
Select the Annotations tab
The following annotation can be switched on or off from this dialogue:
Beat Trigger (the yellow arrow under a beat)
Beat Classification (N, V, S)
Event Markers: A green line under an Event (yellow for currently selected events)
Grid: The ECG grid
Calibration Pulse: The cal pulse icon shown on the left of every ECG strip.
The operator may also change the beat to beat intervals from RR interval (ms) to Equivalent Heart
Rate in bpm.

Display Tab
This sets the display zoom setting, ECG and separation between ECG rows and option to dim
artefact ECG.

3.2

Secondary Display

When a second monitor is connected to the analyzer PC, the operator may activate the Pathfinder
SL second monitor by selecting the Second Monitor option from the View menu.
Note:

The 2nd display Full Disclosure screen does not share all the same editing functions as the
main Full Disclosure screen. Its primary purpose is to show the wider context of events in
Full Disclosure and to enable report edit / comment & preview while scanning.
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The view tabs are on the bottom left of the screen:
Full Disclosure:

Use this to zoom in on an event or see it in wider context. Particularly
useful while reviewing Morphologies, Graphs and HRV screens.
Filtered Event List:
View a full or filtered list of the events found. The operator can decide
how many of each type of event is displayed. The operator can select
individual events for printing or may elect to print all events in the
filtered list.
Report Summary:
View summary report data and enter Physician comments while you
scan.
Report Preview:
Generate a preview of the report before you store, the operator can
update this during analysis.
Event Summary Table: This displays a full screen summary of events. It can be used to edit
events with multi event screen on the Primary display.

3.3

Context Menus

To display a context menu for an item, right-click on it. You can right-click on the ECG to open them.
Depending on the screen you are in there will be different options on the context menus. Context
menus are also available from within tables of data.

3.4

Other controls and buttons

There are other controls and buttons in the user interface. Hover the mouse cursor over these
controls and buttons to display a tool tip for them.

3.5

Tool tips

There are tool tips for ECG strips, ECG markers and plain ECG. Hover the mouse cursor over an item
of interest to display its tool tip.
The tool tips will display things such as the ECG time at the mouse cursor location, the full text for
ECG markers, the text for ECG strips and the heart rate for ECG strips.

3.6

Event Markers

In any ECG screen to help the user identify which Event is being edited, current events are underlined
in yellow all other events on the display are underlined in green.

3.7

Beat Labels

The beat annotation can be customized. From the Settings menu select Beat Labels. This dialogue
displays a list of the default beat labels. The operator can change these if required.

Standard Classifications
Normal*
Ventricular
Supraventricular
Artifact

N
V
S
I
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Generic Paced

P

Extended Classifications

Atrial Paced
Ventricular Paced
Dual Paced
Unclassified
Removed
Calibration

aP
vP
dP
Q
r
C

Aberrated Normal
Bundle Branch Block
Left Bundle Branch Block
Right Bundle Branch Block
WPW
Fusion

Note:

Note:

A
B
LBB
RBB
WPW
F

It is possible for an operator to use the same letter on more than one beat type, however
the operator is warned if they enter a duplicate label. The warning can be overridden.
Removed trigger beats are only displayed in the Morphologies screen.

3.8

Saving Settings

Preferred settings for arrhythmia analysis, ECG scan and ECG display can be stored for future/
default use. Settings can be saved as named “Setups” using the Setup Manager accessed from the
Manage Setups menu. A “Setup” can be stored as a Global or a Local setup.
The Setup Manager has three groupings of setup:
Factory Setups – contains the Factory Default Setup which cannot be modified or deleted.
Global Setups

– contains setups visible to all Pathfinder SL analyzers connected to the same
Sentinel network. This includes the special “New Analysis Setup” which is
the initial default for all Pathfinder SL analyzers

Local Setups

– contains setups that are only visible to this analyzer. These setups can only
be modified from the Pathfinder SL analyzer that created them.

The default setup that is being used by the system for a new analysis has the label (default) and is
highlighted in blue.

Factory Setups.
Factory Default Setup

This setup is built in to the Pathfinder SL application, and cannot be modified or deleted. It contains
the initial settings used by Pathfinder SL when first installed.

Global Setups

These are setups that are visible to and can be used by all Pathfinder SL systems on the network.
Setups from one Pathfinder SL analyzer can be saved as Global setups to make them available to
other Pathfinder SL analyzers in a Sentinel network.

New Analysis Setup

On initial installation, this setup is the same as the Factory Default setup and is used as the default
named Setup for ALL PASL analyzers. Because this named Setup is known to All Pathfinder SL
analyzers it can be used to define a standardized setup to be used by ALL Pathfinder SL Analyzers
in a Sentinel network UNLESS an individual analyzer defines its own default.
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Unlike the Factory Default setup, the “New Analysis Setup” can be updated (but not deleted),
however care should be taken when changing “New Analysis Setup” as this will also change the
default setup for any other analyzer that has NOT defined its own local default.

Other Global Setups

These setups can be updated (and deleted).
Care should be taken when changing any Global setup as it could affect other analyzers
that have defined this as their default setup.

Local Setups

These are setups that are only visible on the individual Pathfinder SL analyzer that created them.
They can be modified and deleted. Any changes to these setups will only affect the analyzer to
which they belong.

Using Setups
Use Setup

In order to select a specific setup for an individual analysis the operator can select a setup in the
Setup Manager and click on “Use Setup” to use the settings in that setup for the current analysis.
On completion of the analysis, the analyzer will revert to its default for any new analysis.

Create setup

The operator can create a new named setup containing the current settings using the “Create
Setup” button in the Setup Manager. The Setup can be created as either a Global Setup or a Local
setup. The operator is informed when creating a Global setup that the setup will be visible to all
other Pathfinder SL analyzers in the Sentinel network.

Overwrite setup

Saved named setups can be modified by the operator using the “Overwrite Setup” button in the
Setup Manager.
Care should be taken when overwriting a Global setup as this could affect other analyzers
connected to the same Sentinel network that have defined this as their default setup.

Export Setup

Setups can be exported from a Pathfinder SL analyzer so they can be transferred to another system/
site. Exported Pathfinder SL setups can be imported for use on other Pathfinder analyzers.

Import setup

Exported Pathfinder SL setups can be imported for use on other Pathfinder analyzers. Setups can
be imported as either Local or Global setups.

Setting the Default Setup for this analyzer

In the Setup Manager, the operator can make any named setup the default setup for that individual
Pathfinder SL analyzer, by selecting it and clicking on “Make Default”. This feature should be
used where there is a need for a particular Pathfinder SL analyser to use a default setup that is
independent of the standardized “New Analysis Setup.
The saving or overwriting of any setup is protected by a password. The default
password is “Password” however it is advisable to have this changed by your
Spacelabs representative to be known only to those who have authority to change
default system setups.
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3.9

Analysis Options Activated: Dongle Reader

This enables the operator to view which options have been activated on their Pathfinder SL system.
To launch this utility:
All Programs - Spacelabs Healthcare - Pathfinder SL Dongle Reader.
This can also be accessed via the Windows Start button.
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4. Arrhythmia Analysis

4.1

Arrhythmia Detection Algorithm

No automated algorithm for arrhythmia detection offers 100% sensitivity and predictive accuracy
in identifying significant arrhythmia events. Laboratory testing and clinical studies have shown
that interactive scanning and review of analysis results by a qualified operator provide the
highest degree of report accuracy.
ECG data with a lot of noise can result in Pathfinder SL incorrectly classifying beats. The noise
may be due to poor hook-up or low quality electrodes. To help avoid this, noisy regions of ECG
are automatically inhibited and no analysis is attempted. These regions are clearly marked on the
ECG displays in grey. Pathfinder SL allows the user to manually review these inhibited areas in
order to check that important events have not been missed.
The recorder instruction manuals define the conditions for a good hook-up.
When severe artifact is present in one or more channels. Following any analysis, a physician
or other qualified person should carefully review the results prior to development of patient
treatment

4.2

Analysis Settings

The arrhythmia analysis settings (parameters) can be changed. From the Settings menu, select
Arrhythmia Analysis Settings. The operator can decide which events are counted / triggered and
against which parameters.
Event detection for individual event types can be switched off by unticking the selection box at
the side of the event name.
Some event types can be removed from the analysis, the display and the report. The event types
to be hidden can be selected in the Show/Hide events dialog. This dialog is accessed from the
Settings menu Event Display Settings option.
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Note:

Artifact Events: Artifact beats will still be present and counted, no artifact events will be
created and reported in tables.

The default settings for the remaining events are:

Event Name

Minimum rate for S beat detection
SVE

Ventricular Events
< 90 % of prevailing NN Interval
>= 120 % of prevailing NN Interval
< 170 ms + 23 % of prevailing RR Interval
>= 2 cycles
>= 2 cycles
>= 3 beats at <= 40 bpm
>= 3 beats at other rates
>= 3 beats at >= 100 bpm until rate <= 90 bpm
Rate Dependant Events
>= 180 % of the Prevailing NN Interval
2.0 seconds or more
>= 4 intervals <= 45 bpm
>= 10 intervals >= 100 bpm. All beats must be N
classification
Supraventricular Events
>= 40 bpm
< 80 % of Prevailing NN Interval

SV Escape
SVE Run
SVT

>= 120 % of prevailing NN Interval
>= 3 beats
>=3 beats at >= 130 bpm until rate <= 110 bpm.

Premature VE
V Escape
R on T
Bigeminy
Trigeminy
IVR
V-Run / AIVR
VT
Dropped Beat
Pause
Bradycardia
Tachycardia
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Definition

Default
On
Off
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On
On

On
Off
On
On

NN Rate Calculations
Parameter
Exclude intervals less than
Exclude intervals greater than
Maintain last NN rate for

Note:

Note:

Definition

0.30 seconds
2.50 seconds (or use the Pause threshold)
8 seconds

These settings can be changed during an analysis or saved as the ‘power on / default’
analysis settings.
For rate related events, all beat intervals within the event need to be higher than the rate
threshold. If the rate drops below the minimum rate threshold the event may be terminated
or downgraded to another event.
e.g VT to V-Run, SVT to SVE Run
For VT and SVT events the “until rate” setting can be set to a lower level to allow variations
in the rate without terminating the event.

Click on Advanced to apply analysis settings for different periods of time such as day / night.

4.3

Saving Analysis Settings

Preferred arrhythmia analysis settings, ECG scan settings and display can be stored for future /
default use.
Go to the Setups menu and select, Manage Setups. Select Create New Setup and enter a new
name. Close the dialogue. The new settings have now been stored. When starting a new analysis if
the operator wishes to use them, go to Manage Set-up and select the new set-up to Load.
If this new setup is to be used every time, see section 3.9 for more details of saving setups for a
local machine or for all Pathfinder systems on a network.

4.4

Event Order

The order that events are displayed in can be customized via the settings, and some, non critical
events, may be removed. This is applicable to the Event Summary Table, Filtered Event List and the
Event Trend screen.
The order in which they are displayed is reflected in the reports.

4.5

Event Severity

Pathfinder SL helps the operator by presenting the most severe instances of events in the Event
Summary and Filtered Event List Screens.
There are three properties that relate to”Event Severity”:
• Heart rate: for Rate related events.
• Count: Number of beats or cycles in the event.
• Duration: Duration of the event in time for long events (i.e. events containing more than a
fixed number of beats).
The definition of ‘severe’ for the affected events are:
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Event

Pause
VT
R on T
V-Run
V- Triplet
V-Couplet
V-Bigeminy
V-Trigeminy
Bradycardia
PVC
VE
V Escape
AF
Dropped Beat
SVT
SV Run
SVE Couplet
SVE
SV Escape
Tachycardia
Sinus Rhythm

Heart rate
severity

Max HR

Max HR
Heart Rate
Ventricular
beats only
heart rate
Ventricular
beats only
heart rate
Min HR

Count Severity

Duration Severity

Most Severe Definition
(Filtered Event List)

Interval
Number of intervals Event duration
Interval
Number of beats
Event duration
Event duration
Event duration
Number of cycles
Event duration

Longest event
Highest heart rate

Number of cycles

Event duration

Highest HR

Number of intervals Event duration
Interval

Lowest HR

Interval
Event duration

Max HR
Max HR
Max HR

Number of beats
Number of beats

Event duration
Event duration
Event duration

Max HR

Interval
Number of intervals Event duration
Number of beats
Event duration

Highest heart rate

Highest HR

Highest HR
Longest event
Highest HR
Highest HR

Highest HR

Max / Min Heart Rate Events Settings:
For the Min / Max Heart, Sinus and Paced Rates only one example will be shown of each. During
editing of these events, selecting the Not operation will automatically find the next highest or
lowest event for confirmation or printing.
Max / Min Heart rate events are calculated over a sustained period of 1 minute or 10 seconds
duration. This can be set in the arrhythmia analysis settings menu.
Note:

The heart rate graphs in the graphs display and on the report are displayed as 1 minute
averages irrespective of the above settings.

On the event strip labels, the accompanying 1 minute heart rate is calculated over the surrounding
1 minute heart rate.
Maximum and Minimum heart rates can be reported with a separate HR section page in the report
and/or by printing 8 second ECG strips.
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RR/NN Interval Events
The analyser will determine the the Longest and Shortest RR and NN Intervals from the
recording. RR intervals include any interval, NN intervals are only between N beats also excluding
intervals within a period of AF. During editing of these events, selecting the Reject Button will
automatically find the next longest or shortest event for confirmation or printing.
These events can be switched off in the event definitions menu if not required. They will then be
also removed from the report.

Peak Rate Detection Settings:
This setting applies to all event families except max/min heart rate events and AF which have
separate configurable peak detection rate settings. There are three options to choose from:
• 10s average (based on a 10 second rolling mean)
• Event Average of the whole event
Peak Interval pair (based on the average of the fastest pair of consecutive intervals. This is the
default setting)

4.6

Analysis Menu

The Analysis option on the menu bar allows the operator to re-start and change some analysis
settings.

Save Analysis:
At any point in the analysis the operator can save their work and close the analyzer to resume
analysis later.
From the Analysis Menu option select Exit or click on the red X in the top right corner of the
screen. A dialogue will prompt the operator to select ‘Save’ to store any analysis completed so
far. Pathfinder SL will close taking the operator back to Sentinel.
To resume analysis from the Holter Test Screen click on a test, then select “Resume Analysis, and
if there are multiple analyses for that test, select the analysis that you would like to resume from
the “created” list.

Restart Analysis:
The Operator can re-start the analysis from the very beginning. All edits and printed events will
be removed from the analysis. This option allows the user to set which ECG channels are used to
analyze the recording.

Re-Do Analysis With My Edits
Note:

Use this operation with care as it will cause the analysis to re-run from the beginning
although edited classifications & events are kept.

This operation is designed for cases where the automatic analysis does not identify the
Normal QRS shape from the start of the recording. Typically this may happen due to noise or
unusual amounts of arrhythmia. This feature takes the operator edits (both reclassification and
confirmations) to teach the analyzer the major QRS / Ventricular shapes.
To use this feature the operator must have confirmed and reclassified at least 5 minutes
into the recording and also identified the Ventricular & Normal QRS shapes. If the analyzer does
not see any user edits it will not perform the operation.
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4.7

Thresholds

From the Analysis menu open the Thresholds screen. The displays a graphical representation of
the analysis for all loaded channels. Across the bottom of the screen a yellow arrow indicates a
Trigger.
Before manually editing the settings channel by channel, test whether High / Medium / Low
Noise or Trigger Sensitivity icons on the toolbar resolve any issues.
For Noisy Recordings (artifact) set the Noise Sensitivity to High and the ECG Trigger Sensitivity to
Low.
For recordings with low ECG amplitude set the Noise Sensitivity to Low and the ECG Trigger
Sensitivity to High.
The Operator may:
• Forward: Apply the changes from the current point in the recording to the end
• All: Apply the changes from the beginning of the recording to the end
• Cancel: Not apply any changes

The screen is split into sections by channel. At the bottom of the screen the combined results from
all channels are displayed with their beat classifications.
For each channel the following is displayed across the screen.
ECG: The corresponding ECG for the current period
The Noise Threshold: Move the filter line down to exclude noise
ECG Trigger Threshold: Raise the ECG Trigger line up to include beats

To the left of each of the channels are slider bars, moving the arrows up and down for each channel will
enable to operator to overrule the analysis to exclude noise from the recording and include beats.

The operator can also use these thresholds to exclude unwanted beats.
Use the option to ‘Lock Sliders’ to have the same changes apply to all channel simultaneously.
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4.8

Insert a Trigger / Beat

Where Pathfinder SL has detected a QRS it will place a yellow trigger arrow underneath. In
instances where the analyzer has missed a trigger and created an event (dropped beat or pause)
the operator can insert a new beat of any classification.
Right click on the QRS and Insert Normal, Ventricular etc as required. A new yellow trigger arrow
will be displayed and the beat classified. If the prevailing rate was previously sinus then the
subsequent beat will now be labelled S.

4.9

Enable / Disable Channels

Where excessive noise or channel dropout has occurred the section of the trace may be selected
and the faulty channel can be turned off for the duration of the dropout or the whole recording.
The channel may be turned back on when it reappears on the trace.
This can be enabled from the Analysis menu, Enable/Disable Channels.
The channels to be analyzed can be selected and applied from that point in the recording or for
the whole recording.
Note:

Previous edits will be removed if channels are enabled or disabled, even if the operator
selects “From Here on”.
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5. Pathfinder SL Workflow

Download a recording into the Sentinel CIMS per the Sentinel user manual, navigate to the Holter
test screen and select the downloaded test to start the Pathfinder SL analyzer.
Note:

Previously started Pathfinder SL analyses can also be re-opened from this screen.

5.1

Triage the recording

Step One:
The first screen displayed is the Full Disclosure.

Note:

The Operator can set how the ECG is displayed for this screen by clicking on the “Cog-wheel”
icon in the Full Disclosure toolbar to access the Full Disclosure settings menu
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Full Disclosure Settings. Decide whether the AVSEP Superimposition display and
Arrhythmiagraphs should be displayed and if so, which side of the screen (left or right).
Use the Full Disclosure screen to verify that the analyzer is triggering and classifying the beats
correctly.
Trigger / Triggering: Pathfinder SL displays a yellow arrow underneath a beat to indicate that the
algorithm has seen it. This is called the Trigger arrow. The user should verify the analyzer Trigger
arrow is correct prior to verifying the Events.
Classifying: Beat Annotation and highlight. Pathfinder SL displays the beat classification by
placing a letter under different beat types. (See chapter on Annotation) and by coloring the beat
in different colors.
Verifying that the analyzer has both triggered and classified the beats correctly will ensure that
subsequent Events are also correct. Turn the beat annotation (including trigger arrow and beat
classifications) on/off using the trigger icon.
From the Full Disclosure toolbar, select the ECG channels/leads to be displayed by clicking on
the channel selection icons ( [1 / 2 / 3] for 3-Lead recordings, or [12 / Channels] for 12-Lead
recordings).
Zoom in and out of the ECG with the magnifying icons.
Page up and down through the ECG to preview the recording.
Use the Play/ Pause and Stop icons to set the ECG to flowing. Use the slider bar to increase
/ decrease speed. Note that going left past 0% speed will send the allow the user to scan
backwards. This feature is also available in the ECG scan screens.
Right Click in the ECG to set the start and end of recording points, this is a useful way to eliminate
artifact from the analysis.
Note:

The analyzer will automatically detect the end point of the valid ECG in the recording. The
operator should check that the detected end point is correct and that there are no unanalyzed events beyond the detected end point. The operator can manually set the end
point of the recording by right clicking on the ECG and selecting “Set End of Analysis”. The
ECG will then be reanalysed.

Step Two: Review the Events
The 2nd icon in is the Event Trend.
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Having verified that the analyzer has triggered and classified beats correctly, use this screen to
preview all events found in the recording.
The time bar across the top of the screen shows the total recording duration, depending on the
recorder this can be up to 7-days.
The panel down the left shows the events types.
Across the screen a yellow bar indicates a single event. The right hand panel states the total
number of each event. A red bar indicates the fastest instance of an event, an orange bar
indicates the longest instance.
Highlight any event by dragging the left mouse button and select the ‘edit’ menu option. This
will display the corresponding event in the Event Editing screen, use the ‘Next’ icon on the left
control panel to view each selected event or the Print, Confirm and Artifact icons to print / reject.
Use the ‘Artifact’ Event Trend panel to verify the quality of the ECG and delete periods of noise
prior to analysis. Look for pauses or runs of VT at the very start and end of the recording to
indicate artifact.

5.2

Scan the Recording

The 3rd icon is ECG Scan. The operator can scan the ECG in either:
Full Disclosure or
Superimposition/AVSEP
Both of these ECG scan mode displays can be configured by the operator. Once a suitable
configuration has been set, these can be stored as the default for the system.

5.3

Full Disclosure ECG Scan

In Full Disclosure scan the ECG is presented in a flowing page mode for 1,2 or 3 channels.
Settings: From the ECG Scan Control panel, Click on the “Cog-Wheel” icon to open the ECG Scan
Settings dialogue.
To display the Arrhythmiagraph ensure that the “Show Arrhythmiagraph” option is ticked.
Select from: Top / Bottom / Left / Right - to determine the position of the Arrhythmiagraph if
displayed.
Set the Flow Style to Full Disclosure. While in this screen ensure that all the events that you want
the analyzer to stop and show you are turned on (ü). To have the analyzer stop on every event,
click on ‘Stop on All’ and then OK.

5.4

Superimposition/AVSEP Scan

AVSEP: Audio Visual Superimposition Electrocardiograph Presentation.
In Superimposition / AVSEP scan, the ECG is displayed for 1, 2 or 3 channels with each beat
superimposed on the previous. This makes sudden morphology changes quick to identify and
allows a skilled user to observe PR interval changes. Ventricular beats are shown to one side.
Settings: From the ECG Scan Control panel, Click on the “Cog-Wheel” icon to open the ECG Scan
Settings dialogue.
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To display the Arrhythmiagraph ensure that the “Show Arrhythmiagraph” option is ticked.
Select from : Top / Bottom / Left / Right - to determine the position of the Arrhythmiagraph if
displayed. In AVSEP scan mode it is strongly recommended that you leave the arrythmiagraph on.
Set the Flow Style to AVSEP. While in this screen ensure that all the events that you want the
analyzer to stop and show you are turned on (ü). To have the analyzer stop on every event, click
on ‘Stop on All’ and then OK.

5.4.1

Arrythmiagraph Markers

These are color coded with respect to beat classification (N, V, S, aP, vP and dP) there are also
fixed markers for the Min / Max / Mean HR in the recording. The ‘Page Up’ and ‘Page Down’
buttons on the control panel allow the operator to move through the Arrythmiagraph one page
at a time.

5.5

Starting ECG Scan

From the lower left control panel turn on ‘Stop On New Forms’. Leaving this box checked will
ensure that all new shapes (forms) for each beat classification (V, N, SVE, Paced) are confirmed
by the operator prior to their use in Event creation. Once an operator is confident that the
analyzer is correctly classifying beats then this option can be turned off.
From the ECG Scan Toolbar, click on the Start / Pause icon [a forward arrow].
Depending on the scan mode selected the ECG will run on the display until the analyzer finds
either:
• A new Form
• An Event
Or the scan is manually stopped by the Operator.
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5.5.1

New Form

When the analyzer finds a new form it will stop for the operator to confirm the beat classification
is correct. The beat classification the analyzer proposes will be displayed in the upper box
(Normal, Ventricular etc.), to confirm (agree) simply click on that Icon or press the enter key.
To choose an alternate select it from the row of smaller icons underneath or hold down the
“CTRL” key and press the relevant letter to reclassify (N, V, S, P, etc.).
When satisfied that the analyzer is classifying beats correctly, the operator may want to turn
‘Stop on new forms’ off.

5.5.2

An Event

When a new Event is found the analyzer will stop. (Events that the analyzer stops on are set in
the ECG Scan Settings menu - detailed above). From the left control panel the operator may
select from the following icons:
Artifact:

This calls the event artifact. The event and any beats within it are deleted
from the analysis.
Note:
When in the ECG scan screen with the mouse cursor on the ECG screen,
clicking the middle mouse button will artifact the event and restart the
scan.
Confirm:
This confirms the event as correct and will put it into the Event Confirm lists
(Filtered Event List / Event Summary) for operator selection in the printed
report later. The ECG scan will automatically resume.
Print:
This both confirms the event as correct and will print it in the final report. The
ECG scan will automatically resume.
Review:
For operators who are not confident with the event label provided by
Pathfinder SL but who wish to print the event in the report there is the
option ‘Review’. The event will be shown against the original category but in
the column ‘Review’ instead of ‘Printed’ for review by a senior colleague or
Physician later.
Edit Event:
The operator is presented with a short list of possible alternatives to the
original event label, to mark as not the Event type (ie Not a dropped beat) or
with the choice to ‘Create New Event’. Use this icon for corrections and small
edits.
Skip Type:
Where the operator is confident that the analyzer is calling an event correctly;
single beat events (VE / SVE) or groups (Couplets, Triplets, Runs) they may
Skip Type. This will prevent the analyzer from stopping on that specific event
type, each beat is still counted in the bottom panel on the screen.
Bump and Run: For rate/severity defined events (VT, SVT, Trigeminy) the operator may choose
to ‘Bump and Run’. The analyzer will then only stop on events where either
the length (duration) of the event is greater or the heart rate more significant.
For tachycardia events this will be events with a faster average heart rate
than the previous. For Bradycardia events this will be events with heart rates
slower than the previous.
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5.5.3

Reclassifying Individual Beats

To reclassify individual beats, right-click on the beat, from the context menu select the correct
classification. (Normal, Ventricular, Supraventricular, Artifact).
Other beat classifications are suggested:
• Artifact: This inhibits (deletes) the beat from the recording / analysis, adds 1 beat to the
artifact count.
• Remove: Removes the beat from the recording completely. This may be used for high T
waves if triggered.
• Paced: From this menu option the operator may select from Paced, Atrial Paced, Ventricular or Dual Paced.
• Other: The analyser prompts with a selection of alternate event types including Junctional
beats.

5.6

Create An Event

At any time during scanning, the operator can stop the ECG and create new events. Use the Stop
icon, tap on the space bar or click anywhere in the ECG to stop the ECG.
Using the left -mouse button, highlight the ECG. The context menu opens, select ‘Create
Arrhythmia Event’ and then select an event name from the Event list or select New Event Type to
create a custom event.
These events will be added to the Event Review screens for the operator to select for printing.
Note:

Creating a Max or Min Heart Rate event will overwrite the analyser defined Max and Min
Heart Rate event.

5.7

Create New Event Types / Event Labels

New Event Labels and Event Types can be created as required.
Go to Settings : Event Display Settings. Select ‘New Event Type’. Here the operator can type in
the new event name and also assign labels / print properties to it.
Some new Events created may suppress other events that happen at the same time.
Example:
When ECG is labelled as Atrial Fibrillation, SVE’s and Dropped Beats should be suppressed
and are not counted.
The operator can select to suppress specific event types from the Edit Suppressions menu.
Existing analyzer defined events can also be renamed as above or by right clicking the event in
the event editing table. This will change all instances of the event label in other screens and the
report.

Print Properties
For the new Event the operator can set how the event is printed. The options are:
Summary:
Start:

An 8 second strip covering the event will be printed. Default for fixed
duration events (e.g. Couplet, Triplet, SVE etc)
A strip at start of the event will be printed
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Middle:
Peak:

A strip from the middle of the event will be printed
A strip from the peak bpm heart rate (fastest for Tachycardia, slowest for
Bradycardia)
A strip from the end of the event will be printed
The entire event will be printed

End:
Entire:

The print properties for existing events can also be changed to the user preference.

5.8

Printing ECG

Select the period of ECG for printing using the left-mouse. A context menu opens, select Print
ECG.
Accept the Operator Selected Event tag for the event or enter one of your own by selecting Print
Strip (default). Pathfinder SL will auto-scale to the best print scale, although the operator can
change the scale as required.
For full scale ECG strips you can also select to include all channels or what is displayed on screen.

5.9

Periodic Strips

The Periodic Strips function allows the analyzer to automatically create an ECG strip for each
hour of the recording. The purpose of these strips is to allow the operator to easily print
examples of normal underlying ECG.
The analyzer will create an ECG strip for the first 8 seconds in each hour of the recording where
no other event with the exception of the following events occurs:
• Sinus Rhythm
• Maximum Heart Rate
• Minimum Heart Rate
• Maximum Sinus Heart Rate
• Minimum Sinus Heart Rate
• Patient Diary Event
• Patient Event
If no such 8 second period exists in the hour then no Periodic Strip will be created for that hour.
Periodic strips will not be automatically marked for printing, but will be displayed in the filtered
event list view.
The operator can select the Print all events button or choose individual strips to add to the report
by selecting them and clicking Print.
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6. Mouse/Keyboard/Hot Keys

Aside from using the fixed mouse commands from the Context menus, you can select or move the
ECG using both the mouse and the keyboard.

6.1

Mouse and Keyboard

Select ECG:
This may be useful when selecting a long event to print or a period of artifact to Inhibit.
Hold down the shift key and then either click with the mouse to the end point or arrow down using
the keyboard to select an area of ECG.
Note

You can quickly select the entire recording using the same keystrokes that you would use
to select the entire contents of a Word document, i.e.: Press Control+Home, then press
Control+Shift+End.

You can use Shift + Page Up and Page Down keys to select a page of ECG at once.

To move a single lead up and down:
1.
2.
3.

Hold down the left Alt key on the keyboard.
With the mouse cursor, point at the ECG that you want to move.
Press and hold the left OR the right mouse button while moving the mouse cursor up and
down to move the ECG up and down.

To drag the ECG left, right, up or down:
Right-click some ECG, and drag it in any direction. The ECG can be moved Left and Right in any ECG
display, however the ECG can only be moved up and down in Multiline ECG displays.

To change the ECG row height in multi line displays
1.

Move the mouse cursor to the separator line underneath the top row of ECG. When it is
in the correct place, the cursor will change to the “vertical sizing” cursor and a re sizing
line will appear.
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2.

Press and hold the left mouse button while moving the mouse cursor up and down to
change the row height.

6.1.1

Dragging ECG Events

You can move or re size some ECG Events(such as the start and end points on an SVT) by dragging
the ECG Event lines.
To move the entire event, left-click and drag somewhere in the middle of the ECG Event
line.
To move the start, left-click and drag near the start of the ECG Event line.
To move the end, left-click and drag near the end of the ECG Event line.
The mouse cursor will change to indicate whether you will drag or re size the ECG Event.
If you hold down the Control key while you drag, you will move the ECG Event instead of re sizing it.
This is useful if the ECG Event is so short that it is difficult to click in the middle of it without being
so near one of its ends that a re size is done instead

6.2

Keyboard

There are a number of Windows based keyboard commands in the analyzer:
Command

Functions

5

(This is the ‘5’ key on the numeric keypad.)
If there is a selected ECG marker, the display will be centred on that ECG
marker, otherwise the display will be centred on the ECG cursor.

[

Slides ECG to the left.
“Ctrl and [”: Slide ECG to the left by a greater amount.
“Alt and [”: Slide ECG to the left by a lesser amount.

]

Slides ECG to the right.
“Ctrl [”: Slide ECG to the right by a greater amount.
“Alt [”: Slide ECG to the right by a lesser amount.

↑

Move ECG cursor up one row.

↓

Move ECG cursor down one row

Ctrl ↑

Scroll display up one row.

Ctrl ↓

Scroll display down one row.

←

Move ECG cursor left.
“Ctrl ←”: Move ECG cursor left a large amount.
“Alt ←”: Move ECG cursor left a small amount.

→

Move ECG cursor right.
“Ctrl ←”: Move ECG cursor right a large amount.
“Alt ←”: Move ECG cursor right a small amount.
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Command

Functions

Move ECG cursor to the start of the row.
“Ctrl Home”: Move ECG cursor to the start of the recording.

Home

Move ECG cursor to the end of the row.
“Ctrl End”: Move ECG cursor to the end of the recording.

End
+

(This is the + key on the numeric keypad.)
Zooms in on the ECG.

–

(This is the – key on the numeric keypad.)
Zooms out from the ECG.

Ctrl+

(Ctrl and the + key on the numeric keypad.)
Increases ECG row height by 5 mV.

Ctrl–

(Ctrl and the – key on the numeric keypad.)
Decreases ECG row height by 5 mV.

Alt,
(Alt comma)
Alt.
(Alt period)

Go to previous ECG marker.
“Ctrl Alt ,”: Go to first ECG marker.
Mnemonic: The comma key is also the “<” key.
Go to next ECG marker.
“Ctrl Alt .”: Go to last ECG marker.
Mnemonic: The comma key is also the “<” key.

Definitions:
ECG Marker
Slide
ECG Cursor

6.3

The yellow trigger arrow under a QRS
Moves the ECG display
The yellow highlight box

Beat classification keyboard shortcuts

In any screen where ECG is displayed, pointing to a beat with the mouse or selecting a number of
beats, and pressing a corresponding keyboard letter, will reclassify the beat accordingly:
N
V
S
I or X
P
R

Normal
Ventricular
SVE
Inhibit
Paced
Remove beat trigger
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7. Morphology

To open the Morphology screen, click on the Morphology icon on the top menu bar.
Note:

Selecting the Morphology screen during ECG load will pause the analysis.

The screen is split into several sections.
The top half of the screen shows the different morphology (or form) types by tab. The default tabs
are: Ventricular, Normal, SV, Unclassified, Removed, Artifact and Paced. If new forms are created
(such as Bundle Branch Block) then additional header tabs will be shown.
On each tab title are the number of forms of that type.
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Example: Ventricular Form(s)
Across the screen are displayed the corresponding forms. Forms are labelled by beat classification
and also highlighted in the corresponding color:
Ventricular = V = Red
Normal = N = White
AF = N = Yellow
Supraventricular = SV = Green
Artifact = I = Grey
Removed = R = Grey
The form number is at the top of each Form, with the number of beats in form shown in the
bottom right of it’s box. A yellow triangle indicates the trigger point on the morphology display.
Click on a form and the beats in form are shown the lower half of the display.
Note:

When there are more forms/beats than can be displayed on screen, a vertical scrollbar is
displayed.

The operator can select either the form, which includes all the beats in the form, or the form
and then specific beats in the form. The selection is displayed on the top left control panel. Use
‘Shift+select’ to select groups of forms / beats or ‘Ctrl+select’ to select multiple non-adjacent.
Click the Clear button to clear the selection, or click on a different morphology.
Any ECG channels that were NOT used when shape matching beats to create the Morphologies are
displayed in black, Matched channels are displayed in their normal colors.
Re-classify Forms / Beats in Forms: Select the form or beat. Either select the new classification
from the left control panel or right click and select it from the menu. Where you have a beat
selected but wish to reclassify all beats in form you should ‘clear’ the selection first and then
reclassify just the form.
Merge Forms: Use the mouse and the Shift / Ctrl key to select forms and then select the Merge
icon on the left control panel to merge the forms together or select and drag individual forms
onto others to merge.
Note:

For Normal Forms it is recommended that these are merged into 1 form for more efficient
ECG Scanning

The operator can also right click on a form a select a dominant channel to merge beats together
against: ‘Select Similar forms using first channel’. This will highlight all forms with a similar shape
in only that channel.
Split Forms: Use this to create more Forms where the diversity within a form is too great or the
wrong beats have been included.
Create New: Select a beat in Form and the Create New icon from the left menu to create a new
form.
Toggle baseline filter: This will re-set all the beats in form to sit on the same baseline making for
easier comparison of shapes.
Overlay: Select a Form and then Overlay from the left control panel. This will overlay every beat in
form. Use this to quickly identify forms with beats incorrectly included.
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Generic Forms: The last form on each Tab is the generic form. The Generic form contains
classified beats, but there are either not enough of them to create a unique Form, or they occur
too far apart to be included in a Form.
The operator can select single or multiple beats by holding the Ctrl key or right clicking on a beat
and selecting “Select Similar beats”. Use the “create new form” to add the beats to a new form.
Individual beats can also be dragged into other forms.
The operator can also select a beat from the bottom half of the Morphology screen and add an 8
second strip capturing that beat to the report as a “Representative Beat” for the form.
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8. 12-Lead Holter

With a recording taken from the Lifecard 12, Pathfinder SL can display and scan on up to all 12
Leads. Using the 12-Lead ECG viewer users may make measurements and run interpretation on
10 second strips of the recording.
The 12-Lead strip is produced from a Holter recording using Mason-Likar leads and is not
diagnostic quality. Interpretation statements, measurements and heart axes values should
be treated with caution and not treated as authoritative.

Interpretative Statements:
Where purchased, this option uses the University of Glasgow algorithm for the interpretation
and measurement of 12-Lead resting ECGs. Operators should ensure they refer to the Spacelabs
Healthcare ‘Glasgow Algorithm Interpretation Guide’ for more information about the statements
made and their individual criteria.
When evaluating risk of Left Ventricular Hypertrophy (LVH) the statements refer to the SokolovLyons Voltage Criterion. Information on this and other criteria used are in the ‘Glasgow Algorithm
Interpretation Guide’.

8.1

View all 12 Leads

In the Full Disclosure screen click on the ‘12’ icon to display all 12-Leads displayed in a 12x1
format. Use the icon arrows to page left and right through the recording.
Note:

8.2

ECG annotation is at the bottom of the screen for all 12 traces of each complex.

Scan on 12 Leads

Click on the “Channels” button to select which ECG channels are displayed during ECG Scan. 12Lead scanning is presented in Full Disclosure mode only.
Use the Play and Stop icons to start and stop the flowing ECG.
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8.2.1

Calipers/Measurements

At any point right click on the ECG and select Markers from the context menu to insert calipers,
a bookmark. The same operation as normal Holter analysis applies but in the 12-Lead screen the
calipers are applied to all 12 Leads and cannot be adjusted individually.
You can move both ends of a caliper by clicking and dragging somewhere in the middle between
its two marker lines.

8.3

Detailed 12-Lead Review

To review a 10 second strip at any point in the recording and create a 12-Lead Event. Select
the point in the ECG and click on the “12-Lead” module icon at the top of the screen. If
interpretation is enabled on the systems, right click on a region of the ECG and select Twelve
Lead Interpretation. This opens the 12-Lead ECG Viewer and displays the ECG in a standard 12Lead resting ECG format. The 12-Lead display can display the ECG in the Cabrera sequence.

Select the print button to add a 12-Lead page to the report or confirm to add to the 12-Lead
event list only.
Clicking on the “12-Lead” icon at any point will allow the operator to scroll through 12-Lead
events and chose to print, re-confirm or delete events.
Using the grey icons under the time bar the operator can control which information is shown and
also the screen format.

8.3.1

Display Menu

The display menu allows the operator to control the layout and content of the 12-Lead display. It
has the following options:
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Layout: Select ‘layout’ to change the number and format of channels displayed 			
(3x4 / 4x3 / 6x2 / 6x1 (2 pages) and 12x1).
Display/Hide Pacing Spikes
Display/Hide the Rhythm Strip
Display/Hide Information Tabs: This will turn on/off the text box at the top of the ECG Screen:
Finding and Interpretations as well as the Information tabs; Patient Details, Measurements,
Recording Details and Medications.

8.3.2

Display Markers

Only one type of measurement marker can be displayed at a time. Use the Measurements button
to select whether markers are to be displayed and if so, the type of marker to be displayed in the
view.
When changing the measurement marker type, you do not lose any existing markers. They are
just not shown when the other kind of markers is selected. If you switch back to displaying the
original kind of markers, any previously created markers of that kind will reappear.
Note:

8.3.3

Enabling either of the marker options adds they relevant menu option to the right-mouse
context menu.

Making Measurements with Markers

These are single vertical measurement marker lines. One of the markers is designated the
“reference” marker, and all other displayed measurement readings are relative to the “reference”
marker.
To insert measurement markers either :
a)

Right-click on the ECG where you wish to insert the marker and select “Insert marker
here” from the context menu.

b)

Press and hold the CTRL key and left click on the ECG trace where you want to insert
the marker.

8.3.4

Marker Flags

Each marker line has a flag at the top or the bottom that displays the measurement text. You may
right-click this flag to display a list of things that you can do with it, such as:
Delete the marker.
Move the flag to the opposite end of the line.
Make the marker the reference markers

8.3.5

Moving marker flags with the mouse

You can move an individual marker line by clicking and dragging it.
You can move all marker lines by clicking and dragging the special “< >” flag.
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8.3.6

Making measurements with Calipers

These are pairs of vertical measurement lines. The measurement readings displayed are the
distances in time and amplitude between the two lines for each caliper.
Click on a lead to highlight it and double click to Zoom the display.
To insert callipers either:
a)

Right-click on the ECG where you wish to insert the marker and select “Insert calliper
here” from the context menu.

b)

Press and hold the CTRL key and left click on the ECG trace where you want to insert
the callipers.”

To move the both calipers at the same time, left click and drag the flag.
To move one caliper, left click when the mouse is over the line and drag to the new position. The
values of time interval in msec and of deviation in mV are updated as the caliper moves.

8.3.7

Markers, Caliper and keyboard shortcuts

Left Arrow:

Move currently selected marker or caliper left by one sample.

Right Arrow:

Move currently selected marker or caliper right by one sample.

Shift+Left Arrow:
Shift+Right Arrow:

Move all markers or both ends of currently selected caliper left by one
sample.
Move all markers or both ends of currently selected caliper right by one
sample.

Alt+Left Arrow:

Move currently selected marker left by one pixel.

Alt+Right Arrow:

Move currently selected marker right by one pixel.

Alt+Shift+Left Arrow:

Move all markers or both ends of currently selected caliper left by one
pixel.
Move all markers or both ends of currently selected caliper right by one
pixel.

Alt+Shift+Right Arrow:
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Keyboard shortcuts
When ECG is selected there will be a thick outline around the currently selected trace’s box. You
may select an ECG trace by clicking it.
Insert:

Repeat the last marker/caliper (if available) for the currently selected ECG
trace.

Backspace:

Delete the currently selected marker/caliper (if any). from the currently selected ECG trace.

PgDn:

Select the next ECG trace.

PgUp:

Select the previous ECG trace.

Left Arrow:

Move currently selected marker left by one sample.

Right Arrow:

Move currently selected marker right by one sample.

Enter:

Toggle zoom for currently selected ECG trace.

Double Click:

Toggles the zoom for the clicked ECG trace.

Click Lead Name:

Toggles the zoom for the clicked ECG trace.

+ (numpad)

Increase ECG display rate.

- (numpad)

Decrease ECG display rate.
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9. Event Editing

After completing the ECG scan and verifying the morphologies are correct, the operator should
move to Event Editing.
There are a number of ECG review screens available from the tabs along the bottom.

RR Histogram:

This provides a chart of all the RR intervals in the recording. The interval
length is shown along the X axis in ms, with the frequency of the interval
up the Y Axis. Look to the left of the histogram for short intervals (fast
heart rates) and to the right for long intervals (slow heart rates and pauses)

Tachogram:

Shows the RR interval of each beat in the order they happened, allowing
you to see high / low heart rates and patterns of RR intervals that may
suggest specific arrhythmia. A region of the tachogram can be selected
and a small histogram of the intervals in that region shown
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Heart Rate Graph: Click using the left mouse along the Heart Rate graph to see the
corresponding ECG and identify periods of noise.
Arrythmiagraph:

Click using the left mouse along the Heart Rate graph to see the
corresponding ECG and identify periods of noise.

Additional information can be displayed under the ECG from the dialog boxes on the left of the
screen.
Show 8s strip only.
Show 8s strip plus context : Adds a Rhythm Strip under the 8 seconds ECG strip.
Show 8s strip plus 1 min HR: Adds a 1 minute averaged Heart Rate Graph under the 8 Second Strip.

9.1

Event Review Screens

There are 3 Event Review screens available to the Pathfinder SL user from the left tabs:
• Filtered Event List
• Event Summary Table
• Patient Events
In both these screens:
Click on any event in the list to display the event in the top half of the screen.
Across the top of the display there are 3 tabs. The default view is the event as an 8 second strip.
However the Event can also be viewed in Multiline ECG and the Event Strips that will be printed.
Click on the strip title to change the print format to start or end of the event (as required).

9.2

Filtered Event List
The filtered event list starts by
showing the operator the first or
most significant event of each type
in the recording, grouped by type
(VT / SVT / VE etc). To filter the
list, click on the “cog-wheel” icon
to bring up the Filtered Event List
settings dialog.
The operator can then decide the
number and types of events in the
recording presented to them to
select strips for the final report. For
each event type the operator can
select from:
All: This will display all instances of
that event in the recording.

Per Hour: The operator can select to see a specified # of that event per hour.
In Recording: A specified # of that event for the entire recording.
The definition of most severe as programmed in Pathfinder SL are provided in the system settings
chapter.
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To set the criteria for all events to Hourly / or Display for Whole Recording, select the buttons
on the bottom and then OK to return to the Filtered Event List. The list will now only display the
specified events.
Click on the top of the list to see the 1st Event displayed in the top half of the screen. Across the
top are 3 tabs. The default view is the 8 second strip. However the Event can also be viewed in
Multi-line ECG and the Event Strips that will be printed.
Use the buttons in the left control panel to Print / Confirm / Artifact the events as they are
presented. If the operator has selected to only have 1 example of an event displayed, but do not
wish to print it; clicking Artifact will reclassify the region and all beats in it to artifact then refresh
the list to show the next example of the event in the recording.
Use the Next / Previous icons to work through the list.
The operator can also select the Print All button to print all events displayed on the filtered list.

9.3

Event Summary Table

The contents of the Event Summary Table is pre-set and can be selected via a tab on either the
main or secondary screens
This shows a row for each event type. Clicking on a row selects all the events of this type for edit.
The total number is show in the adjacent column. Clicking on a single cell will highlight the entire
row.
Click Unedited cell to select the event family. The operator can move the event ECG displayed
by holding the right mouse key down, to re-frame the ECG displayed. Use the Print / Confirm /
Artifact icons on the left control panel to work through the list.
When the operator is satisfied that representative strips have been selected for the report, select
‘Next Type’ to move down the Event Summary table.
To confirm or Artifact all events in the cell, right click and select from the menu
The most significant examples of rate related events are listed in the far right column. Click on
these events to see the corresponding ECG on screen.
To review the remaining event strips quickly, select the Multi- Event icon from the analysis menu
bar to view and edit multiple events at a time.
For faster analysis, select the Unedited column title bar, this will highlight the unedited column
and all unedited events and place them into an editing sequence. When one event family is
edited, the system will automatically present the next event family for editing. Using the Confirm
all or “Next Type” button will move on to the next event family.

9.4

Multi-Event Screen

This screen displays events by type. Use the same buttons from the left control panel to Print /
Confirm / Artifact the strips. (Once edited the strip border and background color will change).
Use ‘Shift+Select’ or ‘Ctrl+Select’ to quickly edit multiple strips.
For faster editing of a large number of strips, bring the mouse down to the 3 buttons at the
bottom of the control panel to Edit, Confirm or Artifact all events on screen.
The Confirm All button confirms all events in the current event family.
Use the ‘Prev Page or Next page’ icon to move to the next or previous page of events, or return
to the Event Summary Screen / Filtered Event Screen via the Event Editing icon.
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9.5

Edit Patient Details / Diary Events

Operator comments and diary events can be added or edited from the Patient Details dialog. Go
to the top menu, select Patient Details and then Edit.
The first screen shows patient demographics which can be added to or edited. Those which cannot
be edited (such as Patient ID) will be greyed out.
Operator comments in this section are added to the test comments section of the report only.
Open the 2nd tab in this window to add / edit diary events, medications or indications for the
recording.
This information could also have been added in Sentinel prior to starting the analyzer.
Note:
Note:

Patient diary events are not automatically printed in the report.
All changes made in this dialogue are written directly back into the Sentinel database.

All patient diary events can be reviewed via the Event Editing screens prior to printing. The patient
event information is displayed on both the 8 second event strip on the display and in the printed
report. Right click on the strip title to control which strips are included for this event in the report.

9.5.1

Patient Events

This display shows the patient diary events and the Patient Events (where the event button has
been pressed on the recorder)
• This list can also show the Patient diary and event correlated ECG events.
• Click on the Settings cog to switch on or off event correlation and the time window before
or after that the operator wishes events to be displayed. Other events will be displayed in
the patient event list within the time windows set to enable the operator to correlate with
the patient event.
• Click on each event or the next and next group buttons to scroll through the events and
groups and select Confirm or print.
• Print will add an ECG strip to the report, confirm will add the event to the Patient event
table in the report but will not add a printed ECG strip.
• Select the Patient event page in the Report Settings menu to add the Patient event page to
the report.

9.6

Atrial Fibrillation (AF)

To automatically screen for the presence of AF, go to the Arrhythmia Analysis Settings and ensure
the AF Detection box is Checked before starting analysis.
The AF peak rate calculation method can be set in the Arrhythmia Analysis Settings menu. Default
is the ‘10 sec Average’ (based on a rolling mean). Other options are, Peak Interval Pair (this is the
average of the shortest two consecutive RR intervals in the event as an equivalent beat to beat
BPM) and Event Average (the average rate of all beats in the event) or Event Average of the whole
event.
All beats within AF are highlighted in yellow with an N as their beat classification. AF beats are
excluded from all SVE Event and SVE Beat Counts. AF Forms are included in the Normal Morphology
Forms.
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The Pathfinder SL report includes an optional AF Rate Control section. It allows the operator to
determine the patient’s heart rate behavior in AF and compare this with the behavior when not
in AF

9.6.1

Manual Creation of AF Events

To manually create a episode of AF, highlight the ECG with the left mouse and from the menu
select Create Arrhythmia Event, and then AF.

9.6.2

Editing AF

Edit episodes of AF from the Event Editing Screen using the tools described above. Where the
operator does not agree that AF is present they may either:
1.
2.

Click on the button: Not AF
Highlight the ECG and select the menu option: Not AF

9.6.3

Mark Entire Recording as AF

To mark the entire recording as AF, go to the Event Editing Screen, select the RR Tachogram tab and
highlight the entire graph. Select ‘Mark entire region as AF’ from the menu.

This same action can be carried out on the full disclosure ECG by selecting the first beat in the
recording, holding down the shift key and clicking on the last beat in the ECG. Create Arrhythmia
event - AF.
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10. Report Creation and Data Export

Users can choose if Pathfinder SL uses the “Enhanced Front Page” - a new format for the report’s
front or it allows operators to choose the Standard Front Page, as their default.
Click on the Report Summary icon to edit, add comments and preview the report summary. If
users have a 2nd display with their system, this screen can be displayed throughout the analysis
for typed comments and review.
The screen displays the basic patient demographics and event reporting that will be in the final
printed report. As the analysis runs this report screen will be dynamically updated.

The operator can edit fields on this screen, operator edited fields will be displayed in a different
color.
Note:

The operator should note that after they edit any of the report values, automatic analysis
stops. The analyzer no longer allows you to make changes ,edit or create new events that
would affect the analysis results.
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Right-click on an edited field and select ‘Undo User Edit’ to return to the analyzer’s original
value.
Enter Physician comments in the text box at the bottom. Comments entered here are shown in
the Findings section of the final report.
Stored Comments: Frequently used operator comments and abbreviations can be stored in an
XML file within Sentinel. Right click in the comments box and select Insert to use them.

10.1

Report Comments

The final report contains 2 additional comments fields:
Indications :
Test Comments:

These can be entered in the “Test details” page within Sentinel or the
“Indications” field on the Diary Events tab of the Pathfinder SL Patient
Details dialog.
These can either be entered on the Sentinel Test Details page, or on the
Patient details dialog.

10.2

Preview/Store Report

10.2.1

Preview

The Pathfinder SL report can be previewed by selecting “Report” and then “Preview Report” from
the Main menu. Within the Preview screen the operator can see the selected report in colour.
Across the top are the report display and navigation options including 2 pages on screen, Zoom In,
Zoom Out, Page Up, and Page Down.
Customers who have a 2nd display can view this screen at anytime and update it as the analysis
progresses.

Refresh Report Content
Select Report Format / Content
Save Report

10.2.2

Store

From the top menu bar select Report and then Store Report. Or click on the Save icon.
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10.2.3

AutoStore

Pathfinder SL can be configured to automatically store a report on exit of the application. To
configure this option, select Report from the main menu and click on the “Autosave Report on
Exit” option. When enabled this menu option will have be checked.

10.2.4

Report Settings

Settings for reports can be set in the Report Settings menu.
Report sections can be set including a selection of two different front page reports.
Section settings - Patient details, event order and channel selection in a full disclosure report.
Custom report headers - Select the check Box ‘Use Custom Header Text’, and enter in relevant text.
Select the font size for each line.

Select the required output Report Format from the
drop down list.
Select the desired Front page layout (either Enhanced
or Standard), then select the required sections from
the displayed list.
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10.2.5

Create a Default Report Format

Once the default report sections have been defined and the option to automatically save a report
activated (if required), ensure that the changes are saved in Manage Setups. Select ‘New Analysis
Setup’ from the screen and then ‘Overwrite’. This will ensure the same report sections are
created every time.

10.3

Exporting Data

It is possible to export analysis data from Pathfinder SL by selecting the ‘Analysis Export’ menu
option. Data can be exported in the following formats:
As a text file of beat trigger times, classifications and patient ID.
As raw ECG (in ISHNE format)
As an xml file of Arrhythmia events
As an xml of Arrhythmia events and beat data
In Pathfinder SL V1.9 the export options can be configured to happen automatically on exit from
the application.
Note:

The xml file including events and beats can be quite large.
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11. Pacing

Pacing pulse detection is performed by the Holter recorders, so customers who wish to run
the pacing analysis within Pathfinder SL should ensure that Pacing Detection in the recorders is
always set to ON.
Pathfinder SL loads information relating to the patient’s pacemaker from Sentinel. This includes
the type of pacemaker fitted, if any, and if known. Pacemaker behavior that is inconsistent when
the pacemaker analysis is run is flagged to the user.
The intended use of the Pathfinder SL Pacing detection is to allow the use of Holter ECG to aid
a clinician to identify the predominant pacing behavior(s) for a given subject, and also to help
locate unusual behavior which they can then interpret, annotate and report.
Pathfinder SL does not know how the patient’s pacemaker was programmed, so it is unable to
determine if any detected pacing behavior is correct or not. Pathfinder SL can detect triggers, and
based on the relative position of pacing pulses recorded by the recorder, classify these triggers as
atrial, ventricular, dual or unknown paced beats.
The various pacing displays are intended to show pacing data in such a way that the operator can
see the patient’s pacing behavior, and any deviations from this.
Note:

11.1

The analyzer is not intended for clinical evaluation of CRT pacemakers.

Pacing Screen

The default screen in Pacing review in similar to other Event Editing screen with the ECG
displayed in the top half of the screen. Tabs across this allow the operator to view the ECG as an
8 second strip, in multiline ECG and the final Event Strips post editing.
From the left menu the operator can select from the following Pacing Displays for the lower half
of the screen:
Graphs
Histograms
Scatter Plots
Combined (Histograms and Scatter Plots)
Summary Table
Event Table
070-2567-03 Rev. A
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Below the 8 sec strip ECG view is the pacing graph which consists of a single line on which
A Yellow dot represents a QRS trigger
A downward Green line represents a Ventricular pacing spike
An upward Blue line represents an Atrial pacing spike
A long Red line represents an unknown pacing spike
Dual paced beats will display both Blue and Green lines.

11.2

Pacing Graphs

Two linked graphs are displayed. Using left mouse button click on these to display the Heart Rate
Trend and the corresponding Paced Beats trend. ECG at that time is shown in the top screen
section. Hover the mouse over an section to see the number of paced beats per minute. Use the
right mouse menu’s to zoom in / out of the graphs.

11.2.1
P
aP
VP
dP
U

Paced Beat Annotation
Paced
Atrial Paced
Ventricular Paced
Dual Paced
Unknown

Use the graphs to ensure that the paced beat triggers and classifications are correct.

11.3

Pacing Histograms

This section show 3 tables, RR Intervals, Pace spike to Pace spike intervals and Trigger to pace
spike intervals. Each table has rows showing a variety of detailed interval type. Each row of each
table has a corresponding histogram, which shows the actual count in each interval range. The
tables themselves show banded information.
Click on a row of a table to display the corresponding histogram. Each cell on the table
corresponds to a bar on the histogram. Click on a bar on the histogram, or a cell in the table to
view all the intervals they contain. When viewing intervals, the current interval is displayed on
the 8 Sec Strip, and is highlighted in blue on the pacing graph. Click the Previous & Next buttons
to go through the selected intervals.
If you find a pacing event you want to add to the report, right click on the 8 Sec Strip above the
interval, and select Create Pacing Event. This will add an event for this interval to the pacing
Event Table. You can add a comment for the event, eg Undersense, and this will appear on the
strip in the report and on the screen.
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11.3.1

RR Intervals

This table shows the number of intervals by type in ms.
RR
Peak of R to Peak of R
R-Pace
Peak of R to Pace spike
Pace to R
Pace spike to Peak of R
Pace to Pace Pace spike to Pace spike
The number of intervals for the entire recording that qualify the above criteria are shown across
the top of the table. Where the total number of qualifying intervals is greater than 10 the square
is shown in Orange.
Click on any row within the table and a histogram is displayed, this show the same data but as
columns and also states how many intervals are in the range.

11.3.2

Pace-spike to Pace-spike Intervals

This table and its histograms present data in the same format as above for the Pace-spike to Pacespike intervals. The table uses the following annotation above to denote the intervals
V
A
U

Ventricular pace-spike
Atrial pace-spike
Unknown (classification) pace-spike

Example: VA: The intervals from Ventricular pace-spike to Atrial pace-spike

11.3.3

Trigger to Pace-spike Intervals

This table displays the number of pace-spikes by interval length from the Trigger (R) in ms. As an
Atrial / Ventricular pace-spikes should precede a trigger the interval measurement is shown as a
negative number [- xxx ms].

11.4

Scatter Plots

Scatter-plots show the relationship of a set of values to their (respective) previous values,
separating out low and high variability (and the direction of said variability). Such plots show both
the predominant behavior and unusual areas on different areas of the same graph, making them
easy to identify and select.
Two Scatter Plots are displayed:
RR Interval to Previous RR Interval (ms)
Pacing Interval to Previous Pacing Interval (ms)
Use the radio button to the right of each scatter plot to highlight (separate out) the different
intervals in blue. Then use the left mouse button to select these beats intervals. The now selected
intervals are shown in green with the active interval in yellow. The corresponding interval is
displayed in the top screen.
Use the Prev and Next icons to move through the selected intervals. Use the Print / Confirm /
Artifact buttons to print or delete the intervals in the report.
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11.5

Combined

This display shows the same tables as the Histograms display, with a scatter plot corresponding
to each table.
You can use the radio buttons on the scatter plot to control if you select the highlighted intervals,
or all intervals when you left click & drag on the scatter plot.

11.6

Summary Table

This shows how much time the patient spent in each pacing mode (un-paced, atrial, ventricular,
dual or unknown), in each heart rate band, during the day, night and overall.
Note:

A day period is 07:00 to 23:00, night is from 23:01 to 06:59

The 1 min average heart rate in bpm is displayed down the left column with the paced beat type
across the top. A count of 1 is added for each minute of paced ECG.
Across the bottom the total is shown as a % of the recording: Un-paced, Atrial Paced, Ventricular
Paced, Dual Paced and Unknown beats. The sum of other these is then shown in the 3rd table.

11.7

Paced Event Table

This presents a list of Paced Events that have been created by the operator showing the number
of paced beats and the duration of the event.

11.7.1

Create a Paced Event

From any pacing histogram or scatter plot, when a pacing interval is shown of interest, select the
Print button to add an ECG strip to the report labeled Pacing Event, confirm to add an event to
the Pacing event table for later review or Artefact to artefact the beat.

11.8

Pacing Report

The count (number) of paced beats and the % of recording paced are shown on the front page of
the report. The maximum number of paced beats in an hour is also shown.
The Paced beat graph is included in the main graphs page.
A pacing report page can also be selected in the Report setting dialogue that will add a page of
pacing graphs, scatter plots, pacing summary table and pacing events table.
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12. Graphs

Click on the Graphs icon on the top menu bar.
The 3 trend graphs that are displayed are:
Heart Rate Trend
Ventricular Beats Trend
Paced Beats Trend
Move the yellow marker to different times in the recording. The same marker point will be shown
in all 3 graphs. Customers who purchased the 2nd display option will find it a useful tool when
reviewing the graphs.

Use the Right mouse to zoom in / out of the trends, or the left mouse to select a period to zoom.
To see the corresponding ECG click on the Full Disclosure icon.
Further information is displayed on the RR Tachogram and RR Histogram screens which can be
accessed from the Event Editing screens.
070-2567-03 Rev. A
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13. Trend Table

The Trend Table displays the total events in the recording per hour. Click on the Trend Table icon on
the top menu bar to open the screen.
The operator can edit events from the Trend Table in 4 ways:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Note:

Edit an Event type for an hour: right click on the individual cell and then select Edit
Events from the menu. All the events from that hour will be displayed in the Event Editing
screen in chronological order. Use the event editing control panel on the left of the screen
to Print / Confirm / Artifact events or Next to just display each of them on screen without
editing.
Edit All instances of an Event: Right click on the Column header and select Edit
Events from the menu. All instances of that event in the recording will be displayed
chronologically. Use the event editing control panel on the left of the screen to Print /
Confirm / Artifact events Next to just display each of them on screen without editing.
Zero Unconfirmed Events: The operator can select to do this either by event type or for
the entire recording. This will zero (remove) all unedited events from the table.
Manually Change an Hourly Total: The operator can change an hourly total to another
value by right using the left mouse to click in that cell and then typing in a new value.
Totals that have been manually changed will be shown with a white background. There
will then be the menu option to Undo Manual Edits.
The operator should note that after they edit the Trend Table via options 3 or 4, automatic
analysis stops. The analyser no longer allows you to make changes that would affect the
analysis results.
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The analyzer displays a warning the first time you edit the Trend Table. You should only edit the
Trend Table once the analysis is complete, and you want to make a final correction to the values.
If you decide that the edits are incorrect, you can right click and select “Undo All Manual Edits”,
this will remove your edits, and replace them with the values that the analyzer has calculated.
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14. HRV Analysis

This chapter explains the method for Heart Rate Variability analysis. The columns in the
tabulated data are described, including how they are calculated and their definitions.
The HRV Analysis option enables you to have a detailed look at the Heart Rate Variability and
operates in parallel with Arrhythmia analysis.
Note :

14.1

It is important to ensure you have run a thorough Arrhythmia analysis before adding any
HRV data to the report.

Display HRV

To display the HRV, Click on the HRV icon on the top menu panel.
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The screen is split into 2 sections; graphs and tabular data.
The upper half of the screen shows the 1 minute HR graph and NN interval tachogram.
The NN-interval tachogram plots every valid (included) interval. The tachogram should be
assessed to determine if all non-sinus beats have been excluded. This is indicated by the absence
of any obvious long ‘sticks’ on the graph.
Left click on either of the graphs to move the yellow cursor to a new point. The same point will
be shown on both graphs. To see the corresponding ECG click on the Full Disclosure icon.
The lower half of the screen shows the HRV table or the HRV graphs.

14.2

Definitions

sNN50 Dec

Number of pairs of adjacent NN intervals decreasing by >50 ms or more.
(The ‘s’ indicates that the count has been scaled to the time periods: 1
hour for each cell and 24 hours for the total at the bottom).

SDNN

Standard deviation of all NN intervals, per hour and 24 hours. (Increases
and decreases)

SDNNi

The average of the standard deviations of each consecutive 5 minute
segment in the period analysed - per hour and full-recording.

RMS SD

The square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences
between adjacent NN intervals, per hour and 24 hour average.

Triangular Index

Total number of all NN intervals divided by the height of the histogram
of all NN intervals measured on a discrete scale with bins of 1/128s. Also
known as the St. George’s Index.

Percent Analysed

The % of the recording analysed for HRV data

14.3

HRV Criteria

The HRV Criteria option enables you to change certain settings relating to the HRV analysis.
To access the HRV Settings, click on the ‘cog-wheel’ icon in the top left of the HRV display. From
this window, the operator can define the largest percentage increase or decrease between
consecutive Normal-Normal intervals, which will be accepted in the HRV calculations. Intervals
outside these criteria are ignored.
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14.4

HRV Graphs

Click on the tab in the bottom left of the screen to view the HRV Graphs. The HR and NN
graphs are displayed on the top of the screen. The bottom of the screen show the NN Interval
distribution histogram and 2 scatter plots: NN to NN Intervals (all included intervals) and RR to RR
intervals (all intervals in the recording).
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15. Advanced HRV

15.1

Advanced HRV Option Overview

The Advanced HRV option allows you to perform comprehensive heart rate variability analysis,
including Enhanced HRV (EHRV) analysis for a selected epoch(s) or the entire Holter recording in
48 hour sections.
HRV analysis is performed on analyzed ECG active in the Pathfinder SL Holter system.

15.2

What is HRV Analysis?

HRV is the variation of R-R intervals exhibited in a sample of ECG. The measurement of HRV
provides a noninvasive measurement of the activity of the autonomic nervous system (ANS).
The ANS comprises two basic components:
• Sympathetic, which causes an increase in Heart Rate (HR), as well as enhanced contractility
of the heart
• Parasympathetic, which causes a decreased HR
This phenomenon is also referred to as vasovagal tone or sympathovagal balance. Changes in the
balance of sympathetic/parasympathetic control of HR will result in measurable changes in HRV.
HRV analysis involves two types of analysis:
• Time Domain Analysis
This process involves setting parameters relating to analysis and selecting specific epochs to
be analyzed statistically. After reviewing results of analysis, you may change values of analysis
parameters and then reanalyze using the new parameters.
• Frequency Analysis
This process involves defining the epoch, or epochs, to be analyzed. In single epoch analysis,
only one period is analyzed in the frequency domain. In Multi-Epoch analysis, successive periods
are analyzed using the same parameters. Time analysis must be completed first before Frequency
analysis may be performed.
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15.3

Accessing HRV

You can only use the HRV functionality on ECG in Pathfinder SL. Click on the Advanced HRV icon
to open the program.

15.4
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

15.5
Note:

Time Domain Analysis:
With the Summary Statistics screen displayed, click Filter.
Enter the maximum heart rate to be included in the analysis, such as the maximum heart
rate from the preceding Holter analysis (range is 60 - 400 bpm).
Enter the minimum heart rate to be included in the analysis, such as the minimum heart
rate or Brady rate from the preceding Holter analysis (range is 1 - 200 bpm).
Click in the Early or Late boxes to enter the limits of R-to-R variation to be included in
the analysis (±20 percent are default values; range is 10 - 100 percent). Set limits to
exclude premature beats, such as SVEs, by entering the value (% of prematurity) from
the preceding Holter analysis. Late beats may be disabled if you wish to include sinus
arrhythmia in the analysis.
Enter start and end times that you wish to exclude from HRV analysis. For example, you
may wish to exclude from analysis periods when the patient is sleeping. Enter the time (in
24-hour clock format) for hours and minutes.
After making desired changes, click Apply.
Click Time Domain.
Click on the down arrow for the length, in minutes (1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, or user-entered),
of the epoch(s) to be defined for analysis. The current standard is 5 minutes.
Click on the down arrow for the Summary Averaging Interval, in minutes (1, 5, 15, 30,
60, or user-entered), to be reported. The Summary Report shows the heart rate, and
minimum and maximum variability, as averaged both for the entire recording and for the
selected study interval. The current standard is 5 minutes.
Enter or select the threshold interval (the current standard value is 50 msec). This value is
for counting occurrences whose N-N intervals differ by more than the threshold interval.
This value is reflected in the Report Summary.
Enter or select start and end times, in 24-hour clock format, that define day and night
periods. These times may be located in the patient diary.
If at any time, you wish to cancel changes in the Filter or Time Domain screens, click
Cancel. (If you wish to revert to the factory default settings, click the File menu, then click
Restore Factory Settings).
When you are satisfied with the time domain parameters selected and you wish to start
time domain analysis, click Apply.

Frequency Analysis
Time Domain analysis must be performed before Frequency analysis may be performed.

To perform Frequency analysis:
1.
2.

Click the Frequency Analysis button.
Enter the analysis start time.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

15.6

Enter desired frequency parameter settings, as needed. The default is 5-minute epochs
every 10 minutes.
Click OK.
With the Pane view enabled, click the RR Intervals screen.
Click the Power Spectrum icon.
In the Period text box, select a period of time from 2 minutes to 24 hours. This period
indicates the time period in which beats are brought into the analysis. (The time displayed
to the right of the period shows the Start and End time associated with the period
selected).

Viewing On-screen Epoch Reports

After performing Frequency analysis, you may wish to view the on-screen epoch reports that
were selected for Frequency analysis.

To view epoch reports:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Click the desired epoch report you wish to view (located on the left pane under RR
Intervals).
The report displays with the analysed R-to-R interval data.
Use the toolbar at the top of the screen to enable and view different parts of the Report.
The screen defaults with the Details button enabled (which shows details of the report).
If you wish to change the duration of the epoch, click the down arrow in the Period box
and select a period from 2 minutes to 24 hours.
To change more details of the report, click the >> arrow. After clicking this arrow, more
options are available that allow you to change parameters of analysis. Click on the down
arrow of the desired boxes to choose a parameter.
If you wish to display the ECG and Heart Rate Trend, click on the corresponding buttons
on the toolbar (at the top of the screen), as needed. When these are enabled, click in
either the Trend or Power Spectrum (at the bottom) to see the associated ECG (at the
top) for that specific time period.
If you wish to delete a report, click on the report title on the left pane, and then click the
“X” button on the toolbar at the top of the screen. A confirmation box displays asking if
you want to remove the selected report. Click Yes to remove the report, or click No to
Cancel this action.
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15.7

HRV Screens

The HRV program contains six screens that show HRV data represented in various charts. In these
charts, you can view HRV data, such as multi-epoch R-to-R intervals, standard deviation, and
Normal-to-Normal Interval Histogram. Some screens allow you to compare the heart rate and
ECG with the HRV data.
The HRV screens are listed below and described on the following pages.
• Summary Statistics
• Multi-Epoch HRV
• Scatter Plot (NN)
• Scatter Plot (All)
• NN Interval Histogram
• RR Intervals
• Frequency 3-D

15.8

Summary Statistics Screen

The Summary Statistics screen shows patient data and a summary of two types of statistical data:

Gross Statistics
These statistics are the most significant statistics based on the entire analyzed ECG.

Interval Statistics
These statistics are averaged data taken from selected intervals throughout the ECG.
Note:

In the line item named Successive N-Ns differing by > n msec, n is the value assigned in the
Parameters screen.
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15.9

Multi-Epoch Analysis of HRV Screen

The Multi-Epoch Analysis of HRV screen shows R-to-R interval variability over the entire period
of analysis. This screen also displays pertinent statistics along with parameters that were used in
analysis.

The screen displays two charts:
Mean Epoch RR Interval/Standard Deviation
This chart illustrates the Mean Heart Rate (HR) per epoch (which displays in red) and Standard
Deviation (SD) of R-to-R intervals per epoch (which displays in blue).
Percent of Beats Qualified per Epoch
This illustrates the percentage of beats qualified for analysis during each epoch.

15.9.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To use the Multi-Epoch Analysis of HRV screen

In the pane view on the left, click Multi-Epoch HRV.
Click in the Mean Epoch RR Interval/Standard Deviation chart to select a time of interest.
When you click in this chart, the corresponding ECG displays above the chart.
Click in this chart to move quickly to another time (or click the left/right blue arrows in
the ECG to move backward or forward at 30-second intervals).
To exclude time periods in this chart, click F
In the Excluded time periods area, enter the time you wish to exclude.
Click Add to add the time in the From To list.
Click Apply.
The associated HR and SD plot for that time period are removed from the chart.

15.9.2

Scatter Plot (NN) Screen

The Scatter Plot (NN) screen shows a chart that displays the distribution of R-to-R intervals of
individual beats (n) (on the left scale) compared to intervals of following beats (n + 1) (on the
bottom scale). This chart is for normal beats only.
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A color-coded chart is shown on the right side of the screen. Each color represents a
specific heart rate. The colors in the chart correspond to the colors in the scatter plot. (The
representation below is limited to black, white and shades of gray in this publication. However,
when viewing the on-screen report, the color will be a true multi-color spectrum).

Scatter Plot (All) Screen
The Scatter Plot (All) screen shows the distribution of R-to-R intervals of different beat types (n)
compared to intervals of following beats (n + 1). This plot is for all beats.
A color-coded chart is shown on the right side of the screen. Each color indicates a specific beat
type that corresponds to the color in the scatter plot. (The representation below is limited to
black, white and shades of gray in this publication. However, when viewing the on-screen report,
the color will be a true multi-color spectrum).

To use the Scatter Plot (All) screen:
1.
2.

In the pane view on the left, click Scatter Plot (All).
To remove specific beat types shown in the chart, click the corresponding buttons that
represent the beat types at the top of the screen.
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3.

To scroll up / down or left / right on the scale, click the Arrow buttons. To magnify areas
of interest, click the Zoom In / Out buttons. (Continue clicking the Zoom buttons to zoom
further in / out. To reset the chart to its original state, click the Reset button.

15.10

NN Interval Histogram Screen

The NN Interval Histogram screen shows the number of R-R intervals that occurred at each
discrete interval value over the analyzed period.
The HRV Triangular Index (HRV Index) represents the total number of Normal-to-Normal R-R
intervals divided by the largest number of equally long normal-to normal intervals (i.e., the
number of Normal-to-Normal intervals with modal duration).
The Triangular Interpolation of Normal-to-Normal (TINN) represents the minimum square
difference interpolation of the frequency distribution histogram of the Normal-to-Normal R-R
histogram. The TINN value (shown in the upper-right corner of the screen) indicates the length of
the triangle’s base in milliseconds.

TV: Total Variability. This is the variability from the largest valid NN to the smallest valid NN.
10%WP: Width at Percentage 10; this is the width from first to last crossing of a threshold set at
10% of the peak height value. This is often used to as a noise filter.
50%WP: Width at percentage 50; the equivalent to Full Width Half Max.

15.10.1
1.
2.
3.

To use the NN Interval Histogram screen:

In the pane view on the left, click NN Interval Histogram.
To scroll up / down or left / right on the scale, click the Arrow buttons.
To magnify areas of interest, click the Zoom In / Out buttons. (Continue clicking the Zoom
buttons to zoom further in / out).
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15.11

RR Intervals Screen

The RR Intervals screen shows R-R intervals over a 24-hour period. This screen allows you to
compare the heart rate and ECG with the R-R intervals, as well as perform frequency analysis.
To use the RR Intervals screen:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In the pane view on the left, click RR Intervals.
If you wish to see the ECG, click the ECG icon.
If you wish to see the heart rate, click the HR icon.
If you wish to see the power spectrum, click the Power Spectrum icon.
Click in the HR chart to see the corresponding ECG, heart rate (and power spectrum, if
enabled) for that R-R interval.
Click in the HR chart again to move quickly to another time (or click the left / right blue
arrows in the ECG to move backward or forward at 30-second intervals).
To reset the chart to its original state, click the Reset button.

15.12

Frequency 3D Screen

The Frequency 3D screen shows the results of an automatic multi-epoch frequency analysis in a
3-D graph for up to 48 hours (2 days) of data. The automatic multiple epoch frequency analysis
performs default FFT analyses of the first five minutes of every complete hour in the recording
(to a maximum of 30). The FFT analysis settings used for the Frequency 3D analysis may not be
modified by the user.
The 3-D graph consists of the following data:
• The vertical axis plots the relative Power Spectral Density (PSD) at each point in an analysis
epoch.
• The horizontal axis represents frequency distribution for a specific analysis epoch.
• The Z-axis plots a time line of Spectral analysis repetition from a selected start time to the
end of a selected Total Analysis length.
The system defaults to a 3-D line graph with a maximum PSD of 25.
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Each epoch’s sequence of PSD values is a different color to distinguish one from another. By
default, the system shows each epoch as a colored 3-D line graph. This may be changed to a 3-D
bar graph using the buttons provided on the toolbar.

15.12.1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

To use the Frequency 3D screen:

In the window pane view on the left, click Frequency 3D.
If you wish to change the maximum PSD, locate the Max PSD box, click the down arrow,
and select another value.
To rotate the 3-D graph clockwise, click Rotate right.
To rotate the 3-D graph counter-clockwise, click Rotate left.
To scroll the 3D graph up / down / left / right, click the appropriate red arrow button.
Note that scrolling left / right refers to the frequency values shown, regardless of how the
graph is currently rotated.
To zoom the 3D graph in or out, either horizontally or vertically, click the appropriate
zoom button. Note that zooming horizontally refers to the frequency values shown,
regardless of how the graph is currently rotated.
To change the format of how the epoch PSD values are drawn, click either Line or Bar as
appropriate.

15.13

HRV Terms and calculations

NN 50
This is the count of successive normal-to-normal intervals differing by more than x milliseconds,
where x is the threshold value entered in the Time Parameters screen (default 50). Calculation is
based on qualified intervals only. % NN 50. This is the NN 50 value expressed as a percentage of
the total number of qualified beats.

Day / Night Epochs
The Day and Night epochs are specified by these periods. Both of these epochs are analyzed
separately and in isolation from the full recording.

Day / Night Deltas
After calculation of each discrete Day / Night epoch value, these represent the difference
between corresponding results for the two epochs.

15.14

Heart Rate Calculation

Pathfinder SL calculates heart rate as follows.

For each beat
The heart rate is calculated using a sliding average of the intervals of the previous 3 beats.

For each period
The heart rate for the period is calculated by summing the intervals for all valid beats within the
period and then dividing by the number of valid beats in the period to get the average HR.
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For the period.
For each period there must be at least a minimum amount of valid interval time, otherwise the
rate is set to 0 for that period. See the table below for details.
Analysis Period
10 seconds
1 Minute
1 Hour
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Minimum Interval Time (seconds)
9s
30 s
30 s

16. Sleep Apnea

An estimated Apnea / Hypopnea score can be given for Holter ECG in Pathfinder SL. Optimum
results are achieved with recordings from the Lifecard CF, Lifecard 12 or evo recorders, which the
analyzer can use to create a derived respiratory rate.
Apnea is an option for the Pathfinder SL software. It assists a physician to screen for these types
of Sleep Disordered Breathing.
1.
2.
3.
Note:

16.1

Obstructive sleep apnea
Mixed apneas
Hypopneas.
Pathfinder SL cannot distinguish between these events and gives no indication of the types
of Sleep Disordered Breathing the patient may have. By analysing certain parameters of
the amplitude and interval variability of the electrocardiogram (ECG), Apnea reports the
Estimated Apnea Hypopnea Index (Est. AHI), indicating the probability that the patient
suffers from Sleep Disordered Breathing. The recording must include at least 4 continuous
hours while the patient is sleeping.

Indications and Intended Use

The device is intended for screening adults for the probability that they suffer from
Obstructive Sleep Apnea, Mixed Apnea or Hypopnea, in order to evaluate the necessity for a
polysomnographic examination.
The ECG recording may be obtained at any location specified by a physician including home,
hospital or clinic. Subjects screened for sleep apnea should have periods of sleep of at least 4
hours duration during which the ECG is predominantly sinus rhythm in nature.
A qualified medical practitioner should make any diagnosis.

16.2

Warning

Pathfinder SL must not be used in full or part as a life supporting device for apnea.
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16.3

Precautions

The Apnea algorithm is not suitable for pediatric or infant analysis.
It should not be used for paced patients or those who’s rhythm is entirely or predominantly atrial
fibrillation, atrial flutter, third degree block or severe non-respiratory sinus arrhythmia.
Precautions must be taken if analyzing a recording from a patient having an artificial pacemaker
or whose cardiac rhythm is not predominantly sinus in nature (such as frequent ventricular or
supraventricular tachycardias or runs). Such areas should preferably be excluded from periods
analyzed for apnea, or the results subjected to close scrutiny.
Effectiveness with patients taking medication for cardiac or other diseases has not been
established.
This product is for screening, not diagnosis, of sleep disordered breathing. The analysis is not a
substitute for a full polysomnogram conducted in a sleep laboratory.
The operator must accurately indicate the sleeping periods within the recording, otherwise
misleading results may be obtained.
The software algorithm analyses features of the QRS (ventricular depolarization) waveform.
Accuracy will be compromised if the QRS is very low amplitude, noisy, or if there is significant
artifact in the recording.
Apnea calculates an estimated Apnea Hypopnea Index which may differ from the “true” AHI that
would be obtained from a polysomnogram under identical conditions.
Apnea is NOT specified to respond to the following types of Sleep Disordered Breathing, and
patients suffering from these disorders may give a negative test result:
Central apneas
Cheyne-Stokes Respiration (CSR)
Upper Airway Resistance Syndrome (UARS)
Apnea analysis should only be run after a full arrhythmia analysis.

16.4

Review the ECG Quality and QRS Detection.

Using the Full Disclosure ECG display, observe the ECG in the sleeping periods and the “trigger
marker” arrows indicating where a beat is detected.

16.5

Artifact Significant Misdetection in Sleep-Time
Periods

Artifact beats are automatically excluded from the apnea analysis. To improve the accuracy of
Apnea analysis, you should correct or set to artifact any significant areas where misdetection can
be seen due to poor ECG quality or noise.

16.6

Set the Sleep Periods

The operator can define the sleep periods to be used in Apnea analysis. Sleep periods can be
defined by :
a)

Entering times in the Edit Sleep periods dialog (accessed by clicking on the “Edit Sleep
Periods” button in the Apnea analysis control panel.
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b)
Note:

Selecting a region of the Apnea graphs and selecting “Create Sleep Period” from the
context menu.
Sleep periods MUST be at least 4 hours in duration.

The Sleep Apnea algorithm is then run on the ECG.

16.7

Analysis Results

The results of the analysis are shown in the graphs on the Sleep Apnea display. All defined sleep
periods are shown, each represented as a cluster of bars whose width represents contiguous
minute segments of analyzed ECG data. The height and color of a bar represents the probability
(0 - 100%) of there having been an apnea event in that minute segment.
Red = Probability 50% or more (Apnea is indicated).
Green = Probability less than 50% (Apnea was not indicated).

There are no bars for regions of the recording that lie outside the defined sleep periods.

16.7.1

Sleep Period Apnea Classification :

By using the mean number of minute segments per hour whose probability of containing an
apnea event was greater than 50%, we determine the mean estimated AHI (Apnea Hypopnea
Index). This value is then used to classify the sleep period as either normal, Borderline or Apnea
Sleep:
Normal Sleep (AHI <= 5)
Borderline sleep (AHI > 5 and <= 15)
Apnea sleep (AHI > 15)
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These “AHI” values are the definitions usually used for sleep disturbance in polysomnographic
tests.
Please note that Pathfinder SL gives estimates of these values, which may differ from the “true”
AHI that would be obtained from a polysomnogram under identical conditions.
The legend above each sleep period on the graph shows the Sleep Period Number followed by
the mean Estimated AHI.

EDR: Estimated Dervied Respiratory.
The EDR graph values is derived from the sleep apnea algorithm, it is intended to approximate
the signal from a direct respiration measurement device. Zoom into the EDR to see breathing
cycles. From this it is possible to detect changes in the volume of respiration and therefore
to correlate it with other apnea areas of normal vs. abnormal breathing. Depending on the
recording, it may also be possible to note the relative timing of heart-rate changes and breathing.
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17. QT Analysis

17.1

What is QT Analysis?

QT analysis is the measurement of the QT interval of normal heartbeats (or analysis of the
repolarization period of the heart cycle). QT analysis may be defined and measured in any of
three different base intervals:
• From the R-wave peak to the T-wave peak (RTp)
• From the R-wave peak to the end of the T-wave (RT)
• From the Q-wave to the end of the T-wave (QT)
Prolongation of the QT interval may occur at any time regardless of heart rate. QT correction
(QTc) takes into account the fact that the QT is longer at rest than in activity. Automated analysis
attempts to determine the Q-wave and end of T wave at all heart rates and correct for changes
due to variations in the heart rate of ambulatory patients.
QT analysis may be especially useful when the effects of disease or medication on QT are of
interest. Long-term recording allows the opportunity of identifying abnormally long QT intervals
that may be associated with factors contributing to sudden death.
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QT-interval measurement in Pathfinder SL is automatic with operator adjustments to both the Q
and T position values. It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure the accuracy of any QTinterval data that is included in their final report and to use the facilities provided to check the
correctness of the QT-interval measurements and to exclude from the report any areas of ECG
where they believe the measurement to be incorrect.

17.2

Before you Begin

Holter analysis must be completed before QT analysis may be performed.
During Holter analysis, be sure to:
• Mark and exclude all periods of artifact.
• Detect and correctly label all beats.
• Observe T-wave morphology and analyse the channel with the most definitive and stable
T-wave, with a T-wave amplitude of at least 0.3 V, if possible.

17.3

QT Analysis

To display the QT Analysis click on the QT icon on the Screen Selector bar. Click on the channel
icons on the tool bar to see the results for each channel.

17.3.1

QT Graphs

There are graphs of the 1 minute average heart rate and the 1 minute average QT. The QT graph
can be changed to QTc by clicking on the Corrected icon on the toolbar.
The method used for QTcorrection can be selected from the available methods in the QTc
method drop down list.

17.3.2

QT Markers

This displays the ECG complex with the QT measurement points indicated by markers. To adjust
the Q or T measurement points, click on the QPos or TPos line and drag it to the left or right. An *
is added to indicate that the marker has been moved. (* QPps or TPos*)
From the icons above choose to apply marker measurements “Forward” from Here On or to All
the recording. Move through the recording to verify that the Q and T marker are in the correct
place.
The effect of the adjustment is shown on the QT (QTc) Graphs.

17.3.3

QT Trend Table

The QT Trend Table contains the QT results for all valid beats and intervals for one channel. To
view the results from another channel, click on the channel selection buttons.
QT Avg (ms)

The average QT measurement for the selected channel

QT SD

The Standard Deviation of QT

QTc Avg (ms)

The Average QTc measurement for the selected channel
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QTc SD

The Standard Deviation QT measurement for the selected channel,
corrected using the selected correction formula.

Min 1-minute HR (bpm)

The shortest QQ intervals expressed as an equivalent BPM

Max 1-minute HR (bpm) The longest QQ intervals expressed as an equivalent BPM
Percent analysed

The % of the recording analysed

To view the corresponding ECG to the QT go to the Full Disclosure screen.
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18. Advanced QT Analysis

18.1

QT Option Overview

Advanced QT analysis is performed only on analyzed ECG active in the Pathfinder SL Holter
system. Click on the Adv QT icon. If the recording is more than 24 hours, the analyzer will ask you
which 24 hour period to analyze.
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18.2

Retrospective QT analysis

1.

With the QT screen displayed, click the Retrospective Analysis button. The Retrospective
Analysis screen displays.

2.

The Advanced Options parameters may be set up for a particular study and once saved,
you do not have to reset them for each subsequent analysis.
Make adjustments to the settings shown on screen if necessary.
a. Click to enable the desired active channel for QT analysis. Select the best channel
based on the most prominent Q wave and distinct T wave.

3.

b. You may offset the Q-wave, R-wave, TP, or T-end cursors. The offset can be positive
(move cursor to the right of the original position) or negative (move cursor to the left
of the original position). The value of the offset is in n milliseconds. The system provides default values, which can be changed as needed
c. For R wave trigger, select the plus (+) or minus (-) button. This directs the system to
analyze positive or negative R-waves, respectively. The R wave trigger should be reflective of the ECG.
d. For T-wave polarity, select the plus (+) or minus (-) button. This directs the system to
analyze positive or negative T-waves, respectively. The T wave polarity should be reflective of the ECG.
e. You can display the next (or previous) QRS on screen using the arrow buttons.
f. You may change the display scale using the arrow buttons at the top right hand corner
of the ECG screen.
g. Beat information is displayed by clicking on the double arrow.
Click Apply to apply these settings to the system.
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Click Start to start the retrospective analysis. The analysis progress is indicated by the progress
bar on screen. When analysis is complete, the results are displayed starting with the QT
Histogram screen, or Summary report Screen.
This depends upon the setup of the QT Report in Advanced Options.

18.3

Prospective QT Analysis

1.

With the QT screen displayed, click the Prospective Analysis button. The Prospective
Analysis screen displays with the control panel on the right hand side of the screen and a
large QRS display in the centre of the screen.

2.

Select the Pause option. If you select Auto, the
analysis will pause according to the criteria you
have set in the Advanced Options. This will allow
you to see and correct any analysis problems
using the Beat manipulation options. If you
select None, the analysis will be performed nonstop.
Select the Active Channel for QT analysis in the
Analysis Options panel. The channel with the
best quality and most stable T wave should be
selected.
Click on Analyze to start the analysis procedure.
You will see the trend display start to build up at
the bottom of the screen.

3.

4.

Note that letting the cursor hover over the icons will
display a tool tip

5. If you have selected the Pause
Auto option, the reason for excluding
a complex from analysis is displayed
on screen when the analysis halts.
Alternatively, you may halt analysis by
pressing the space bar on the keyboard
or by clicking on the black screen
background.
At this point, you may click on Analyze
to continue with analysis or correct the
measurements.
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To correct measurements, let the mouse cursor hover over the vertical line until the double
headed arrow appears, then drag the line to the new position.
It is possible to apply changes to the individual beat or to all subsequent beats by using the Till
Stop function.
Periods may be excluded from analysis using the Skip function.
6.

The Trend display indicates
where a value has been
excluded from analysis. (The
colour of the vertical line
depends upon the exclusion
reason). It is also possible
to see the relationship
between the QT Peak and
QT end values.
Clicking on the trend will display the corresponding ECG complex. If the measurement is
valid, these will be reported in the boxes immediately below the trend. If, as above, the
measurement has been excluded, then a zero value will result for QT and QTc.

7.
8.

Beats may be validated or invalidated and the measurement cursors repositioned when
analysis is halted, as previously described.
At the end of analysis, press the End Analysis button and at the next screen, click on OK
to accept the results of analysis.
When QT analysis has finished, the QT reports are listed on the left pane of the report
window. The report formats are the same regardless of the type of analysis performed.
The navigation pane on the left hand side of the screen lists all of
the reports available for viewing.
To view a particular report simply click on the report name.
Alternatively, click on the blue arrow → on the toolbar to show
the next type of report in the list.

The Histogram, Trend and Strips display all have editing tools for correction of analysis. It is not
possible to edit from the other screens.
Note

All the report screens have these icons in the toolbar. From let to right, these allow you to:
•
•
•

Note

Show or hide the navigation pane
Access the Options menu
Display patient information

that Tamp = T wave amplitude, and DI is defined as DI = RR-QT.

DI stands for Diasystolic Interval.
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18.4

QT Histogram

Click on QT Histogram, to display a graph that shows the number of valid and invalid beats in
form. These beats correspond to the color-coded index to the side of the graph. (Blue = Valid, Red
= Invalid)

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

18.5

Click in the graph (at the bottom) to see the corresponding
ECG at the top of the screen. You may display one or more QRS
complexes by changing the number of beats in the Browsing
Beats panel.
The display size of the ECG can be controlled using the Zoom controls.
If you wish to change the validation of a beat(s), click on the beat, and then click on
the Make Valid or Make Invalid button located above the graph. The validation buttons
toggle, depending on the beat you select. The buttons will show Make Valid for invalid
beats, or Make Invalid f or Valid beats. If you change the validation of a beat(s), the color
changes accordingly.
You may correct measurement values and apply the correction either to a single beat,
or to all of the measurements shown on screen or to all beats. After making corrections,
select the appropriate Apply mode before clicking on Apply.
Click on Strip to add any ECG strip to the final report. The list of strips added can be
accessed by clicking on the drop down arrow to the right of the Strip window.

QTc Histogram

Follow the instructions for using the QT Histogram when looking at the QTc histogram. The
functionality is exactly the same as for the QT Histogram.
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18.6

Trends

Click the Trends report on the left pane to display the QT trend screen.
The Trends report defaults to show the QTc and DI (Diastolic Interval) trends. The RR trend is
blue, the QT is pink.
To see the ECG, click on the Beat icon at the top of the screen. The ECG will display at the top of
the Trend reports. Then click the desired Trends report to see the corresponding ECG for that
report. To move through the ECG, click the left/right arrows located at the upper-right corner of
the ECG.
To scroll or zoom the Trends, click the Arrow and/or Zoom icons on the toolbar at the top of the
screen.
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18.7

Scatter Plot

Click Scatter Plot on the left pane to view the Scatter Plot.
To see different views of this plot, click the Arrow and/or Zoom icons on the toolbar at the top of
the screen.
No editing can be performed in this view.

18.8

QT Strips

Click on the QT Strips title to view the strips. Corrections may be made in this view. The tabs
above the ECG enable you to view the different QT strips that are generated automatically plus
any others you have generated manually.
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18.9

Summary Report

Click on Summary Report to see the recording statistics. The criteria used for analysis are
included in this report

18.10

Hourly Reports

Click on QT and QTc Hourly Report to see the mean, maximum and minimum values for QT, QTc
and Heart rate
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18.11

Analysis Options

If performing a prospective analysis, with Pauses enabled, the Pause Criteria settings (below) will
determine when analysis will pause so that you may see why measurements cannot be made on a
particular beat.
If Prospective Analysis is not enabled in your system, the section entitled Prospective Analysis will
be ‘greyed out’. The remaining hourly reports have a similar appearance to that shown above

18.12

QT Detection Criteria

If the amplitude of the T wave is low, tick the Low T amplitude check box to tune the detection
algorithm to this situation.
T amplitude limit: For analysis to run the T wave peak must be higher than this value.
RR Excessive Variance: This applies from one interval to the next.
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18.13

QT Rejection Criteria

Noise will perturb the QT detection algorithm and so it is important to exclude (automatically
values that exceptionally long or short using the QT Value Range.
QT analysis becomes unreliable at high heart rates due to the P wave encroaching on the end
of the T wave. The Max HR should be set at 150 or less for adults but may be increased for
neonates, for example.

18.14

User Profiles

Once you have determined and set your different advanced options, you may save them in a
user profile.
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18.15

Review Options

If the Bazett correction value is set to zero, the previous valid RR interval will be used to calculate
QTc. This is the default setting and applicable for recordings with stable or resting heart rates.
Any changes to this value should be noted when reporting QTc.
Report Averaging Length: A running average filter applied to the sequences of valid values before
determining the maximum, minimum and standard deviation values reported in the report
summary and tables.

Threshold Levels: Intervals over the user defined thresholds are reported as a % over.
QT / RR Ratio, NN Filter: A setting for the variability ratio measurement. The default is to have
this activated.
This ratio is calculated as standard-deviation (QT) / standard-deviation NN.
There is an option “Apply NN Filter”: If it is set the filter is used, otherwise all the NN are
included.
The filter is as follows:
Diff(i) = NN(i) - 0.25*(NN(i-2) + NN(i-1) + NN(i+1) + NN(i+2))
If Diff(i) > 25% NN(i), then exclude NN(i) from the standard-deviation (NN) calculation
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18.16

Report Options

The user may determine the format of the printed report and may also choose to export the
information in an alternative form.
Note: The QT text file is large.

18.17
1.
2.
3.

To Print the QT Report

Go to the File Menu and select Exit.
A dialog will open advising that the configured files (xml and xls) have been exported, and
their location.
In Pathfinder SL, create a report as normal. The QT Summary and Hourly tables are now
included, provided the Advanced QT section is selected in the report format.
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19. ST Analysis

This chapter explains the method for interactive ST analysis, including options available in the
displays and how to adjust the analysis parameters / event detection criteria.
To access the ST screens, click on the ST screen selector icon

19.1

The ST Screen

The ST screen is split into 2 parts. On the left there is a single ST complex shown in all 3 channels.
You can show / hide a channels by clicking on the 1, 2 3 icons above.

An entire channel can be excluded from / included in the ST analysis.
To exclude an entire channel, right click in the ST graph for that channel and select “Disable ST
for this channel”.
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To include the channel right-click in the graph and select “Enable ST for this channel”.
In the ST Action replay panel are a number of markers, these indicate the measurement points
for the ST analysis.
The operator can adjust the position of the following markers:
Ref: 			Drag this to place the cursor at the isoelectric level.
J: 			Drag this to place the J point on the ECG.
DMP:

Drag this to adjust the DMP (Deviation Measurement Point) with respect to the J
marker.

The SRP (Slope reference point) marker is fixed relative to the J point,and is automatically
positioned according to the ST Analysis settings. As you move the J marker the SRP and DMP
measurement points will move accordingly.
On the right are the ST Graphs from top to bottom they show the measurements for Channel 1
to 2 to 3 and the corresponding heart rate shown as beats per minute along the bottom. Once
the markers have been set periods of ST deviation (depression and elevation) and shown in red
on these graphs.

19.2

ST Action Replay Display

The ST Action Replay Display allows the operator to playback the ECG in a superimposition
mode so they make more accurately place the ST measurement points for different parts of the
recording. This allows the analysis to cope with natural drift in the timing of the ST segment.
Click on the ST graph and click the play button or select a period of ST from the ST graphs and
select “Action Replay”. The ECG is then animated in an averaged beat superimposition display.
The animation speed can be adjusted or paused.
The ST markers can be adjusted by clicking on the marker label
and dragging it.

From the buttons underneath this ECG the operator can decide
to apply the adjusted markers:
All: This will set the markers for the entire recording
Selected Area: This will apply the markers to only the area
selected from the graph
Rest of ECG: This will apply the change from this point forward.
Use these options to review the ECG and ensure the markers
are correct throughout. Based on these and the ST Analysis
settings Pathfinder SL will create ST Events for review.
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19.3

ST Analysis Settings

To set ST settings, click on the Cog-Wheel icon in the ST analysis control panel.

19.3.1

Measurement Point Offsets

From here type in the measurement points for the ST Analyzer, all measurement points are
shown as offsets from the QRS trigger point.
Ref: Set the isoelectric level (shown as minus ms from QRS Trigger.)
J: Sets the J point on the ECG (The start of the ST segment)
Slope Reference Point: A point post J point where you determine whether the ST slope is
up/down or level. The default is J+20 ms.
Deviation Measurement Point: The point at which you measure the deviation of the ST
segment. By default set to J+80 ms.
Note:

The Reference Point, DMP, and J Point can also be set using the Action Replay screen

19.3.2

ST Event Thresholds

To prevent false positives set the ST Event Thresholds.
Event Detection Threshold: These are the minimum deviation with respect to the ST event
reference marker which will be considered as an event.
Event Minimum Duration: This is the shortest time the deviation must last to qualify as an
event.
Event Hysteresis Thresholds: To qualify as the end of the event the deviation must fall
below the threshold by this extra amount. This avoids noise triggering the end of an event
incorrectly.
Event Minimum Separation: If 2 events are separated by less than this minimum time, they
are automatically merged together into a single ST event.
ST Slope Threshold: The minimum ST slope deviation required to qualify

19.3.3

ST Beat Exclusions

You can automatically exclude beats classified as SVE, WPW and BBB from the ST calculations to
ensure that only sinus Normal beats are used in the analysis.

19.3.4

ST Datum

The datum (or baseline) level is the value that the analyzer uses as a basis for detecting ST events
and determine ischemic burden. This is achieved in one of two ways either the analyzer can
automatically set the datum level to isoelectric (zero mm or zero mV), or the user may select a
region on an ST graph and use the average of this as the ST Datum for the selected channel. It is
possible to apply this ST Datum to the region only, or to the entire recording.
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19.3.5

Pre/Post Event Times

When an ST event is included in the report, additional ECG strips are generated both before and
after the event for comparison. The duration before and after is controlled using these settings.
Once the operator has reviewed the ST Analysis Settings they can be applied to the whole
recording or only the remainder. Ensure that the Save Settings radio button is checked to save
your changes.

19.4

ST Graphs

From the tabs along the bottom of the screen, select ST Graphs. This will show the ST graphs for
a selected channel. The channel can be selected from the drop-down list in the ST Screen control
panel. ST events are denoted by a Green event marker along the base of the graph.
Move between channels via the drop down menu now displayed on the left panel.
Click in the graphs to display the corresponding ECG in the top screen. From the top screen click
on the tab ST Freeze Frame. This will display each channel with the ST markers applied. To view
the ECG as a freeze frame click on the ST graph during an ST event, then select the ST Freeze frame
tab from the upper display
ST analysis for an ECG channel can be deselected by right clicking on the ST graph and selecting
to disable the ST channel. This will also remove ST graphs for that channel from the report. This
can also be done from the ST Action replay display by right clicking on the ST graph for a specific
channel and selecting “Disable ST analysis for this channel. The channel can be re-enabled by right
clicking on the ST graph for a specific channel and selecting “Enable ST analysis for this channel.

19.5

ST Event Table

The third tab on the bottom of the screen is the ST Event Table. Based on the ST Analysis Settings
Pathfinder SL will create an event in the list for operator review. For each event the corresponding
ECG is displayed in the top of the screen.
Use the Print / Confirm / Not ST icons to select the ST Events for inclusion in the final report. Event
data presented:
The time and Duration of the event
Whether the ST deviation is Depression or Elevation
The time of maximum ST deviation
The Heart Rate prior to the event and also at Maximum Deviation Time (MDT)
The channel where the ST Event occurred and the following measurements:
Deviation at Maximum Deviation Time (MDT)
The slope measurement
The Ischaemic Burden in mm.s
Using this tabular data the operator can provide a detailed report showing all ST changes
(depression and elevation), the type and duration of each episode through the recording. The
corresponding heart rate values are also given for each episode, pre, post and at max deviation
along with the slope measurement.
The ST Event table can be sorted by Ischemic Burden, elevation / depression, Duration, Max
Deviation or Time by clicking on the column header
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19.6

Not ST Button

This button is found on the control panel on the ST screen and is labelled ‘Not ST’. Clicking on this
will mark the current ST event as not ST, without artifacting the underlying ECG.

19.7

12-Lead ST

In 12-Lead Holter recordings the above measurements and data are available for all 12 Leads.
For 12-Lead ST there is an additional tab containing an ST Surface plot, which displays spatially
adjacent / local leads, helping to physiologically localise ST events.

19.8

ST Reports

The ST section within the Pathfinder SL report contains a summary of the ST segment shifts
including the total number of ST episodes, the max ST Deviation, the time of the max deviation
and the Ischemic Burden of the episode. The ST section also states the total Ischemic Burden and
the mean daily Ischemic Burden.
Individual episodes can be included in the report by marking them as Print or Confirm. Each ST
episode will include start time, whether ST deviation is depression or elevation, the duration of
the episode, the time that maximum deviation occurs, the maximum deviation, the heart rate
prior to deviation, the heart rate at maximum deviation, the slope at maximum deviation and the
Channel(s) / Leads(s) in which the deviation occurs.
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20. Signs and Symbols

The following list of international and safety symbols describes all symbols used on Spacelabs
Healthcare products. No one product contains every symbol.

General Safety
Consult instructions for use
available on accompanying CD
or via the Spacelabs Healthcare
website
WARNING
Actions or circumstances that
may result in personal injury or
death.

Consult Documents
THIS SYMBOL MEANS YOU MUST
READ THE ACCOMPANYING
DOCUMENTS
Caution - hazardous voltages. To
reduce risk of electric shock, do not
remove the cover or back. Refer
servicing to a qualified field service
engineer (U.S.A.). DANGER - High
Voltage (International)

Caution

Equipotential Terminal

Risk of Explosion if Used in
the Presence of Flammable
Anesthetics

Protective Earth Ground

Fuse

Replace Fuse Only as Marked

Functional Earth
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General Safety

AECG TYPE 1

TYPE 1 AMBULATORY ECG
DEVICE ACCORDING TO ANSI/
AAMI EC3B:1998
Power supply jack polarity.
(+ / - signs may be reversed)

Low Battery

Use only specified battery type.

Battery Status

Replace only with the
appropriate battery. (+ / - signs
may be reversed)

IEC 60601-1 Type B equipment. The
unit displaying this symbol contains
an adequate degree of protection
against electric shock.

IEC 60601-1 Class II equipment,
double-isolated. The unit displaying
this symbol does not require a
grounded outlet.

IEC 60601-1 Type BF equipment
which is defibrillator-proof. The unit
displaying this symbol is an F-type
isolated (floating) patient-applied
part which contains an adequate
degree of protection against electric
shock, and is defibrillator-proof.

IEC 60601-1 Type BF equipment.
The unit displaying this symbol is an
F-Type isolated (floating) patientapplied part providing an adequate
degree of protection against electric
shock.

EC 60601-1 Type CF equipment.
The unit displaying this symbol is an
F-Type isolated (floating) patientapplied part providing a high
degree of protection against electric
shock and is defibrillator-proof.

IEC 60601-1 Type CF equipment.,The
unit displaying this symbol is an
F-Type isolated (floating) patientapplied part providing a high degree
of protection against electric shock.

ON — Power Connection to
Mains

OFF — Power Disconnection
from Mains

ON/OFF

OFF Position for Push Button
Power Switch

START (NIBP) Key

STANDBY Key Power ON/OFF Key

START/STOP

STOP or CANCEL Key

General Use
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Frequently Used Functions
Video Output

Infra Red Communications Port

PRINT REPORT Key

Universal Serial Bus (USB)

Network Connection

Power Indicator LED

Audio Output, Speaker

HELP (Explain Prior Screen) Key

Data Input/Output

Keypad

Arterial Pulse

PCMCIA Card

Keyboard Connection

Mouse Connection

Serial Port
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Packaging
Non Sterile

PVC-Free

Federal (USA) law restricts this device
to safe by or on the order of a medical
practitioner licensed by the law of the
state in which he practices to use or
order the use of the device.

Do Not Reuse; Single Use Only

IEC 60529

IP N1 N2

N1= 0
1
2
3
4

Non Protected
Protected against solid foreign objects of 50mm Ø and greater
Protected against solid foreign objects of 12,5mm Ø and greater
Protected against solid foreign objects of 2,5mm Ø and greater
Protected against solid foreign objects of 1,0mm Ø and greater

N2= 0
1
2
3
4

Non Protected
Protection against vertically falling water drops
Protection against vertically falling water drops when ENCLOSURE tilted up to 15°
Protection against spraying water
Protection against splashing water

Environmental Shipping/Storage
Temperature imitations

95
10

Environmental Shipping/Storage
Humidity Limitations

This Way Up

Fragile; Handle with Care

Environmental Shipping/Storage
Altitude Limitations

Recycle

All batteries should be disposed of properly
to protect the environment. Lithium
batteries should be fully discharged before
disposal. Batteries such as lead-acid
(Pb) and nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd) must
be recycled. Please follow your internal
procedures and or local (provincial) laws
regarding disposal or recycling.

This symbol indicates that the waste of electrical and electronic equipment must not
be disposed as unsorted municipal waste
and must be collected separately. Please
contact an authorized representative of the
manufacturer for information concerning
the decommissioning of your equipment.

Keep Dry

Not made with natural rubber latex

Certification and Compliance
ETL Laboratory Approved

Canadian Standards Association
Approved

CE marked in accordance with the
Medical Device Directive, 93/42/EEC

Radio transmission device. High
levels of ionizing radiation
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Manufacturer Information and Traceability
Manufacturer

Date of Manufacture
Serial Number
The letters ‘SN’ stand for ‘Serial
Number’ Each device has its own
unique serial number

Catalog Number

Notations and Abbreviations

Abbreviations used as symbols are shown below.
CH
ch
DIA
dia
ESIS
HLO
hlo

ECG Channel
ECG Channels – CH1, CH2, CH3,
CH4
Diastolic
Electrosurgical Interface
Suppression
High Level Output

C.O.
CO

Cardiac Output

co
ECG
Ecg
GND
gnd
NIBP
nibp

Electrocardiogram
Ground
Noninvasive Blood Pressure

SPO2
RESP
resp

Respiration

SpO2

Arterial Oxygen Saturation as

SpO2

Measured by Pulse Oximetry

SaO2

SYS
Sys

Systolic
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